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Murray High student killed in dirt bike crash
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — A Murray High
School junior was killed Saturday
evening when his dirt bike was struck
by another vehicle head-on on U.S. 641
South just north of the state line.
Sean Michael Thomas, 16, who
actually lived on State Line Road West
in Puryear, Tenn., died from multiple
blunt force trauma injuries because of
the collision, Calloway County Coroner

Mike Garland said. Garland pronounced him dead at the scene at 6:40
p.m. Saturday.
Garland said Thomas sustained a
broken neck, broken ribs, broken back
and multiple compound fractures in his
lower and upper extremities during the
collision. Although the crash happened
at nightfall in the rain. Garland said the
weather wasn't suspected as a factor.
Murray High School Principal
Teresa Speed said she is releasing stu-

dents who want to attend the funeral
Tuesday. As a sophomore. Thomas
played on the Tiger football team.
"I talked on the intercom this morning about it and told the students what
happened. We observed silence for him.
I have four or five counselors here and
they are going to be here as long as we
need them," Speed said. "We also are
devoting time and pictures to his memory.
-This is new to us. But we don't

know what else to do."
(See page 5A for Thomas' obituary.)
Thomas was riding a dirt bike with
no headlight south about three-fourths a
mile north of the Tennessee state line.
according to a release from the
Calloway.
County
Shenff's
Department. Garland said dirt bikes are
prohibited on state highways. which
U.S. 641 is considered.
David Francis, 2a, of Paris. Tenn.,
was driving his 1997 Jeep Grand

Cherokee north on U.S. 641 when he
proceeded to pass a vehicle in a passing
zone and struck Thomas head-on.
according to Calloway County Shenfl
Sgt. Mark
Balentine's release
Ralentine responded to the collision at
5.55 p.m.
Calloway Count) Fire-Rescue
Deputy Chief Tim Manning said firefighters were on the scene about two
hours directing traffic. They diverted
traffic after U.S. 641 South was shut
down.

Hale returns to Calloway as 14 vehicles
consumer sciences director vandalized
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
After being away from Calloway County
for 13 years, LaDawn Hale has returned ao
accept a position with the Calloway
County Extension Office as family and
consumer sciences director. She says she is
excited about returning home to the position and looks forward to meeting and
working with everyone in the community.
"I grew up in the Calloway County 4-H
program so I am really looking forward to
getting started," she said.
Hale said she graduated from Calloway
County High School in 1991 and attended
Murray State University. She later studied
for a summer in Spain and then transferred
to Bowling Green State University in
Ohio, where she received a bachelor of arts
in apparel design and historic costumes
and minored in Spanish.
From BGSU. she attended the Texas
Woman's University, spending nine years.
in Denton, just outside the Dallas-Fort
Worth area. There she obtained her mas,
ters of arts in fashion design.
"While there, one of my jobs required
working in my career field where 1 wrote
garment details for mass producing garments overseas," she said. "1 also taught
Spanish in a preschool while in Texas.
Therefore, I am looking forward to working with the Hispanic population here in
the county and getting them even more
involved in the community."
Hale, who has been at her new job since
December 9, said she really appreciates the
support and all the calls she has received
from people in the community and especially from former 4-H leaders and church
members. She attends the New Concord
Church of Christ.
She said she will work closely with the
4-H program teaching food and nutritional
values and food safety in the county. She is
also interested in teaching financial awareness. She added that one of the first priorities will be to hire an EFNEP (Expanded
Food and Nutritional Education Program)
employee to help work with families of
lower income and seniors.
Hale says she will also be busy visiting
and working with the various homemakers

over weekend
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
More than a dozen vehicles
in Murray were vandalized over
the weekend.
Murray Police Department
had 14 specific reports of windows broken out, at least one
tire slashed and another damaged when someone tned to
steal the radio, according to its
activity log.
Between 3:38 and 11:04 a.m.
Saturday. MPD received 11
reports of vandalism, according
to its log. These included windows damaged at 603 Ellis
Drive, 404, S. Ninth St., 411 S.
11th St., four vehicles on Beale
Street and 803 Hurt Drive. One
'call involved a vehicle's tire
slashed at 604 Ellis Drive.
Another vehicle was damaged at 1403 Olive Blvd. when
someone tried to steal the radio
out ot. a vehicle parked at the
University Christian Student

will allow Students to engage in an assortment of real-life situations where they can
buy groceries or furniture, pay taxes and
pay child care and do all the types of
things they will have to do in life.
She said she was looking forward to
working with many of the leaders and
members of the community as she settles
into her new position.
"I want to learn sign language and help
others with that, too." she said.

Seven now in District One magistrate race
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
U.S. Army Gulf War veteran
Freddie O'Bryan has filed
papers with the Calloway
County Clerk's Office to
become the seventh candidate
seeking the District One magistrate's seat on Calloway Fiscal
Court.
O'Bryan. 44, of Almo. has
filed as a Democrat for the
office. He will join Sandra
Duncan-Thurman, Phillip Ray
Hargrove, Eddie Clyde Hale,
Gary Ahart, Terry Dale Tyler
and Terry Bogard in a run for the

office in May Primary set for
May 16.
O'Bryan
said Friday
that, if elected,
he
intends to
work hard to
change
things for
the better in
First
the
District and
O'Bryan
elsewhere
across the county.
"It seems everybody is
screaming about the roads, but

other than a few had places here
and there 1 think we've got some
pretty decent roads, he said.
"I'm more interested in the safety aspect for the school children
riding buses and things like that
when it comes to roads. I think
we've got some bad intersections and drop-offs that need our
attention.''
Other issues that concern
O'Bryan include hazardous duty
pay and retirement for the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. tougher penalties
for meth dealers, putting a stop
to illegal dumping, tougher ani-
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Kentucky's tuition
could rise as much
as 15 percent in '07

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photo
Calloway County High School graduate LaDawn Hale is back in Calloway
as the county extension office's new family and consumer sciences director.
clubs in the community.
"I'll he getting to know many of them
and looking for things they would like to
learn and see in the community. They are
an integral part of the community and I
know we will be able to do some great
things together."
Another item Hale already has planned is
a "Reality Store Day" which has been set
for Wednesday and Thursday. Feb. 13-16.
at MSU's Curtis Center. She said the event

Jamie Stockdale

270-293:6369

mai control laws, stricter guidelines for developers, new waterline extensions in Dexter. Almo
and Shiloh areas, and a sanitation-recycling center in District
One open on the weekends.
"The shenff's deputies really
need to be collecting hazardous
duty pay and retirement just like
the Murray Police Department
does." O'Bryan said. "I think
that's one of the reasons iSheritT
Larry Roberts) has so much
trouble keeping people."
O'Bryan said that he has

II See Page 2A

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Students at Kentucky's public
universities could see their
tuition bills rise by as much as
15 percent next year, depending
on how much lawmakers put
into the state budget for higher
education.
Council
The
on
Postsecondary Education made
calculations based on a proposed formula that is set for a
vote on Monday. The formula is
part of the council's plan to better control tuition rates, rather
than let schools set them individually.
University of.
At the
Kentucky. tuition could go up as
much as $888 in the 2006407
academic year for in-state
undergraduates. a 13.1 percent
increase. At the University of
Louisville. the hike could he as
much as S851. a 15.4 percent
increase.
State regional universities
could increase tuition as much
as 13.8 percent. and communit\.
colleges as much as 9.5 percent
under the proposal.
The final figure depends on

Fletcher's budget proposal
has been referred to the House.
which could add money for public colleges and universities The
Senate will take up the budget
after the House.
The new policy allows
schools to set the rates. but thes
must not exceed the maximum
set Iss the council, and they are
subject to council approval The
two goals arc to keep schools
affordable and to ensure schools
have enough money to operate
and improve, said Sandy
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what is in the state budget.
The council asked for a $69
million increase in higher education funding. Go% Ernie
Fletcher proposed an increase of
$20 million for colleges and universities for 2006-07 over the
$978 million the schools are
spending this year.
The maximum tuition fates
calculated by the council could
take effect if the legislature tails
to increase base higher education spending by at least 534.5
million.
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Center. according to a 9 a.m.
Sunday report. Then about three
hours later, a vehicle parked at
Wal-Mart was reported vandalized.
A window was busted out of
a car at 323 Woodlawn St..
according to a 2:50 p.m. Sunday
report.
This is the second rash of
vandalism
vehicles
since
December, when at least 10 similar incidents were reported. The
mostly
earlier
incidents
involved vehicle windows that
appeared to he shot out with pellet guns.
"It looks like it's very similar
what happened before." MPD
spokesman Sgt. Jim Osborne
said this morning. "We've got
people out working on them."
Any one with information
involving the vehicle sandalisni
can contact the Murray Police
Department
at
752-1621.
Anonymous tips can be made to
CrirneStoppers at 753-9500.
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Man hit near MSU taken to Vanderbilt
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A 28-year-old man struck by
a vehicle while he crossed
Chestnut Street near Murray
State's campus Friday afternoon
remains at Vanderbilt Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Wesley England was walking

south from the parking lot on the
northeast corner of the intersection of Chestnut and North 16th
streets at 1:16 p.m. when he
crossed in front of a vehicle,
according to Murray Police
Department. MPD spokesman
Sgt. Jim Osborne said England
crossed the street 30 feet east of

the only marked crosswalk.
Keaton Dunigan, 18, was
driving the vehicle that was traveling west on Chestnut Street
approaching the 16th Street
intersection. Police said he was
going toward the left turn lane to
turn onto North 16th Street.
Dunigan's vehicle struck

Crossroad Message

England on the left side of his
body.
EMS transported England to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital and later taken to
Vanderbilt. His condition this
morning was stable, according
to a Vandy spokesman.

Police
should be
informed of
inmate
escapes

ERIC WALKER/Ledger 8. T,mes Photo

Murray State University student Barry Morris of Memphis, Tenn., posed a roadside
theological question to passers-by at the intersection of 12th and Chestnut streets
Saturday afternoon. Morris and a friend were stationed at the intersection, while
two other friends were at the intersection of 12th and Main streets. Morris said the
friends were acting on their own and their efforts were not affiliated with any
church or student organization.

•District One ...
From Front
worked six years with the U.S
Army Corp of Engineers specializing in the building ofroads
and bridges internationally. He
has also served as training
supervisor for the Army's 94th
Engineering Battalion, as well
as being a business owner and
developer. He is currently chief
operator of the Murray Water
Treatment Plant.
He and his wife. Nadia. operate a small ranch raising. rescuing and marketing miniatyre
donkeys. The couple have five

children: Tyson, Tory, Sama,
Marco, and Karrena.
O'Bryan said he would be
running his campaign on the
Internet as well as in person. His
address
Web
is
www.vote0Bryan.com, which
will .be accessible by midFebruary for those that want to
know more about the candidate
or want to make suggestions for
changes.
The deadline for filing to run
for office in Calloway County
has been set for 4 p.m. on
Tuesday at the Calloway County
Clerk's Office.

Freddie D. O'Bryan
Party: Democrat
Date of Birth: Oct. 27, 1961
Family: wife, Nadia; children, Tyson. ,Tory. Sama,
Marco and Karrena.
Experience: six years with
the U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers specializing in
road and bridge construction, NCO in charge of training soldiers in use of construction equipment. a business owner and developer,
currently chief operator of
the Murray Water Treatment
Plant.

•Tuition ...
From Front

Potential maximum increases in tuition at state universities next
year, depending on how much of the Council on Postsecondary
Education's $69 million requested increase is included in the state
budget.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Paducah police say they
should be notified when
state prisoners escape from
a privately run halfway
house there.
Police Chief Randy
Bratton said he found out
Friday
that
prisoner
Michael Kauffman had
, been missing from the
1rPaducah
Community
I Service Center since Oct.
29 after a call from New
• York authorities.
Kauffman, 30. had been
charged with burglary and
being a fugitive from justice
in Utica County, New York,
after allegedly breaking into
a house and staging a sixhour armed standoff with
police before surrendering.
Bratton said.
Bratton said policy is to
notify the Kentucky State
Police so that information
on the missing inmate can
be entered into the national
crime network. But Bratton
said local police also must
be notified to help track.
down escaped convicts.
Bretton said previous
escapes-also weren't reported to city police in a timely
manner.
Keeton Corrections Inc..
the private operator of the
halfway house declined
comment and referred questions to state corrections
officials in Frankfort.
"The only information 1
have is that he was at the
halfway house, and was
missing when they took the
evening count (on Oct.
29)," said Cheryl Million, a
corrections spokeswoman
in Frankfort.
There are 95 state prisoners housed at the center
and some federal prisoners,
Million said.
Since the halfway house
is operated under contract
by a private firm, Million
said she couldn't discuss
details of Kauffman's confinement there.
Most inmates at the center work in community
service or other jobs during
the day and stay there at
night.
Kauffman was serving a
six-year sentence on a
Nelson County conviction
of drug trafficking and
being a felon in possession
of a handgun, according to
state records.

Woodley, the council's vice
president for finance.
Bill Brammell. a U of L senior and student government
University of Kentucky
$5,896 $888 15.1 percent
president, and other student
leaders said they have begun
University of Louisville
$5,531 $851 15.4 percent
lobbying lawmakers. At U of L,
students have been phoning and
Eastern Kentucky Univ. $4,660 $533 11.4 percent
writing legislators, he said, and
about 60 students are scheduled
Kentucky State Univ.
$4,468 $567 12.7 percent
to visit the Capitol next month to
argue for increased higher eduMorehead State Univ.
$4,320 $595 13.8 percent.
cation spending.
"It's hard, looking at what
Murray State University $4,428 $574 13 percent
has happened in the last few
years. to be optimistic,"
Northern Kentucky Univ. $4,968 $534 10.8 percent
Brammell said.
"We're pushing for more
Western Kentucky Univ. $5,316 .$544 102 percent
money for higher education,
which we generally think makes
KCTCS
$2,352 $224 9.5 percent
higher education more affordable." said Jason Marion. the
AP
SOURCE: Council on Postsecondary Education
student government president at
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Morehead State University and $1,122, or 91 percent, at the
In 2004, Western Kentucky
chairman of the Kentucky Board state's community and technical University regents adopted Ken Lucas came out of political
colleges, the council said.
of Student Body Presidents.
tuition increases of about 5 per- retirement Monday to challenge
Should the legislature pro- cent each year over the next two freshman Republican U.S. Rep.
Since 2001, the state's eight
public universities and its com- vide at least half of the council years. contingent on state fund- Geoff Davis for the congressionmunity and technical college request, U of L would be limited ing. But President Gary al seat that he voluntarily gave
system have set their own tuition to a $503 increase (9.1 percent) Ransdell said he may seek to up after three terms to fulfill a
rates, with council approval only in 2006-07 under the proposal. revise that if the legislature campaign pledge.
Lucas, 72, a conservative
'UK would be limited to a $526 adopts Fletcher's higher educaa formality.
Democrat who often aligned
Over that period, tuition at increase (8.9 percent) under the tion budget proposal.
UK and U of L has risen by 64 proposal.
"Up until last week we were himself with Republicans, said
Tuition increases for the dedicated to single-digit tuition he was lured back to politics by
percent,or an average of $2,225,
according to the council. regional universities and com- increases for the next two years, the bruising partisanship and
Increases over that period aver- munity colleges would be 8.3 hut the numbers in the executive "widespread public corruption"
aged $2,146 at the six regional percent or less under the propos- budget make that precarious," in Congress. Lucas tried to link
Davis to both in announcing his
universities, or 84 percent, and al.
Ransdell said.
candidacy.

Lucas to run

for Congress
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Policefirelogs
Murray Police Department
•Threats were made to an employee at Jakel at 8:48 a.m. Friday.
• Someone came into the station at 2:01 p.m. Friday to report a
counterfeit bill.
• Someone came Into the station at 3:58 p.m. Friday to report a
burglary.
• Someone came into the station at 11:30 p.m. Friday to report a
purse stolen from a vehicle at Circus Skate.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 3:55 p.m. Saturday.
• Fraudulent credit card use was reported at 5:31 p.m. Saturday.
• A juvenile was charged with theft by unlawful taking less than
$300 after a shoplifting complaint was reported at Wal-Mart at
7:21 p.m. Saturday.
• A burglary was reported at Melvin Tire at 5:37 p.m. Sunday.
Murray Fire Department
•A dumpster fire was reported at Briggs & Stratton at 11:13 a.m.
Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Jury selection
begins for
Enron trial
By KRISTEN HAYS
and ERIN McCLAM
AP Business Writers
HOUSTON (AP) — Enron
Corp. founder Kenneth Lay and
former CEO Jeffrey Selling
arrived at a federal courthouse in
Houston Monday, looking
relaxed and ready for jury selection in the premier criminal trial
to emerge from the biggest corporate scandal in recent years.
"We're looking forward to it.
We're ready," said Daniel
Petrocelli, Skilling's lead trial
lawyer. Skilling declined comment, as did Lay, who simply
said, "Fine, how are you?" when
a reporter asked how he felt.
More than 100 jurors packed
a cavernous courtroom to undergo questioning by U.S. District
Judge Sim Lake, who has said
he plans to seat a panel of 12
jurors and four alternates by
day's end. If he succeeds, the
long-awaited trial of Enron's
former top two corporate titans
will get under way Tuesday.
Both Lay and Skilling surveyed the pool before Lake
entered the courtroom.
"This is a criminal case. The
defendants are Mr. Jeffrey
Skilling and Mr. Ken Lay," Lake
told the pool. Lay and Skilling
then stood up briefly at the
judge's request.
When asked if he believed a
fair jury could be found in
Houston, Petrocelli said: "I'm
sure hopeful that we can." Last
week a flurry of defense efforts
failed to move the trial elsewhere to escape a potentially
hostile jury pool.
Enron was once the nation's
seventh-largest company, considered an innovative new-economy maverick and admired as a
top stock performer. But after a
spectacular collapse that left
thousands jobless and slammed
Wall Street with billions in losses, Lay and Skilling are to be
tried on charges including fraud
and conspiracy just a few blocks
from the firm's former headquarters with its swiveling "F'
logo.
David Tonsall, a former
Enron pipeline worker who was
one of thousands laid off when
the company crumbled in
December 2001, watched Lay
and Skilling's arrivals."I'm definitely going to follow it. This is
what we've been waiting for."
Skilling, 52, faces 31 counts
of fraud, conspiracy. insider
trading and deceiving auditors
for allegedly lying about
Enron's financial strength. Lay,
63, faces seven counts of fraud
and conspiracy for perpetuating
the alleged scheme after Skilling
resigned in August 2001.
Both men have pleaded not
guilty. If convicted, each could
face decades in prison and millions of dollars in penalties.

Join

Sixteen ex-Enron executives
have pleaded guilty to crimes
and are helping prosecutors. 01
those, a chief government witness is expected to be former
Enron finance chief Andrew
Fastow, who pleaded guilty two
years ago to conspiracy for
orchestrating schemes to hide
Enron debt and inflate profits
while skimming millions of dollars for himself on the side.
Fastow has claimed Lay and
Skilling knew about his off-thebooks efforts and approved
them.
The judge will question the
jury pool himself, having repeatedly rejected defense pleas to
allow attorneys to individually
probe potential jurors. Lake will
allow attorneys to inquire further of individuals based on initial answers.
Enron's crash and the subsequent scandals roiled Wall
Street, sent investors fleeing.
prompted stiffened white collar
penalties and raised regulatory
scrutiny over publicly traded
companies that spawned a slew
of high-profile cases.
Former WorldCom Inc. head
Bernard Ebbers awaits a 25-year
prison term for orchestrating the
$11 billion accounting fraud that
bankrupted
the
company.
Martha Stewart did five months
in prison and more time confined to work and home for
lying about a stock sale.
Adelphia Communications Inc.
founder John Rigas and his son
got double-digit prison terms for
robbing the company till,
HealthSouth Corp. founder
Richard Scrushy bucked the
dend with his acquittal last year
of fraud charges despite five former finance chiefs pointing the
finger at him in a $2.7 billion
scheme to inflate earnings.
The government has a mixed
record on Enron.
The U.S. Supreme Court last
year overturned former Enron
auditor Arthur Andersen LLP's
2002 conviction of obstruction
of justice, saying vague instructions allowed jurors to convict
without finding criminal intent
behind mass shredding of Enron
documents as investigations *.
began.
Four former Merrill Lynch &
Co. executives and a former
midlevel Enron finance executive are in prison for helping
push though a loan disguised as
a sale to help Enron manipulate
earnings, while a former inhouse Enron accountant was
acquitted.
And five former executives
accused of fooling Wall Street
into believing Enron's defunct
broadband unit was viable face
retrials this year after their first
trial ended with jurors hung on
most charges.
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ABC News co-anchor, cameraman injured in Iraq
NEW YORK (AP) — ABC
News anchor Bob Woodruff,
seriously hurt by a roadside
bomb in Iraq, has shown signs
of improvement and may be airlifted to the United States as
soon as Tuesday, the network's
news president said Monday.
A hospital official said body
armor likely saved the journalist's life.
Cameraman Doug Vogt, also
hurt in the explosion, is in better
shape than Woodruff but doctors
were pleased with how both
handled the transfer to a U.S.
military base in Germany, said
ABC News President David
Westin.
"We have a long way to go,"
Westin said. "But it appears that
we may have also come some
distance from yesterday."
Vogt was filming a stand-up
report with Woodruff and both
were standing in the open hatch
of an Iraqi military' vehicle when
the bomb went off. They underwent surgery in Iraq before
being flown to Germany.
-They're both very seriously
injured, but stable," said Col.
Bryan Gamble, commander of
the Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center in western Germany. He
said both men were heavily

would have been fatal wounds,"
Gamble said.
Woodruff, the new co-anchor
of "World News Tonight,- had
serious head wounds and broken
ABC News co-anchor Bob
bones, and Vogt also suffered
Doug
Woodruff and cameraman
head injuries, ABC News said.
Vogt were in stable condition
The network said the mens'
after surgery trorn serious intones
wives were at the hospital and
they sustained when the Iraqi
with doctors Monday.
talking
armored vehicle they were in
Nightly
Former "NBC
was attacked on Sunday
News" anchor Tom Brokaw said
Pot ,vitg
Monday that he had spoken with
Woodruff's wife, Lee.
-The doctors had told them
once they arrived that the brain
swelling had gone down. In
ttax•
,
Bob's case, that had been a big
111viau
concern. Yesterday they had to
Vogt
Woodruff
operate and remove part of the
skull cap to relieve some of the
Iraqi vehicle
swelling," Brokaw said on
struck by an
NBC'S -Today" show.
explosive
The doctors didn't know for
device
sure whether shrapnel penetrated Woodruff's brain, but they
were removing additional shrapnel from his neck area, Brokaw
JOR
said. He said Woodruff's family
had also learned more details
SAUDI
about the explosion from witARABIA
KUWAIT
nesses.
AP
"Immediately after the exploSOURCE ESRI
he turned to .his producer
sion
the
of
care
the
under
and
sedated
and said 'Am I alive?' and
hospital's trauma team.
Their body armor likely 'Don't tell Lee,' and then he
saved them, "otherwise these

Journalists are
stable after surgery

began to cry out in excruciating
pain," Brokaw said.
Woodruff and Vogt, an
cameraman,
award-winning
were embedded with the 4th
Infantry Division and Ira%.cling
in a convoy with U.S. and Iraqi
troops near Taji. about 12 miles
north of Baghdad when the
device exploded. An Iraqi solder
also was hurt.
"Doug was conscious, and I
was able to reassure him we
were getting them care. I spoke
to Bob also and walked with
them to the helicopter." said
ABC senior producer Kate
Felsen, who had been working
with Woodruff for the past two
weeks.
The injuries were a blow to
ABC News, still recovering
from the cancer death of Peter
Jennings in August. Woodruff
and co-anchor Elizabeth Vargas
assumed Jennings' old job at
"World News Tonight- earlier
this month.
"Bob and Doug were in Iraq
doing what reporters do, trying
to find out what's happening
there up-close and firsthand. All
of us are mindful of the risks and
the dangers," Vargas said
Sunday night in a closing note.
Woodruff and Vogt had been

Priest: Woman accused of killing
children had moved for safety
DE QUEEN. Ark. (AP) - A mother who
moved from New York City to a small southwestern Arkansas town so her three children
could grow up in a safer environment was
behind bars Monday, accused of killing them.
Police found the lifeless bodies of 8-year-old
Elvis and 6-year-old twins Sarnanta and Samuel
laying side by side on a bed in their home over
the weekend. Autopsies were planned to determine whether the children had been poisoned or
smothered, as their mother told police, authorities said.
Paula Eleazar Mendez was scheduled to be
arraigned Monday at the Sevier County
Courthouse in De Queen. She had collapsed
when police arrived at her house, and she initially was hospitalized for drinking a toxic substance.
Prosecutor Tom Cooper said there was no
dispute about who killed the children, but his
office had not yet determined "the particular
homicide charge or punishment we will be
seeking."
Authorities say Mendez. 43, left notes that
could help investigators determine a motive, but
declined to reveal their content.
A neighbor said Mendez was distraught
because her husband, who supported the family
from Manhattan, wanted a divorce, the
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette reported.
"She was depressed." Javier Garcia said

r
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through an interpreter.
explaining that she wept
often for several weeks
after learning the news.
Outside the one-story.
frame house was a pile of
burned papers. A page in a
religion book bore the
words "vamos a celebrar"
Spanish for "let's celebrate." A child's handwritMendez
ing was scrawled in blue
ink across some papers, and
there were charred letters from a labor union in
New York City.
Other friends said Mendez was a caring
mother, and her husband, Arturo Morales, 37,
planned to join her in Arkansas when he had
paid off the mortgage of their house.
"Many times she showed me photos of her
children." said M. Rocio Maya, who attended
St. Barbara Catholic Church with Mendez."She
showed me when she was pregnant with each
one of them, photos of her husband, of the
happy life that they had always lived."
The Rev. Salvador Marquez-Munoz said
Sunday before entering the parish hall to celebrate Mass that he had visited with Mendez at
the hospital.
"She has tremendous remorse. She is deeply
sorry," he said.

other tax services & iNe %ill honor

man front Canada sh ho has spent
the last 20 years based in Eursiocovering global events for CB(
BBC and now exclusively for
ABC News. He lives in Aix-enProvence, France
-He's the cameraman we all
request when we go to the field
because he's so good. a fantastic
eye," said ABC Ncws Jim
Sciutto. who is coy enng the war
in Iraq.
On CBS—Face the Nation'
Sunday. anchor Bob Schieffer
abandoned his commentary to
wish Woodruff and Vogt well
"It just hit us all like a lightning bolt because we've all been
there." Schieffer later told The
Associated Press.
Dozens of journalists have
been injured, killed or kidnapped in Iraq since the 2003
U.S.-led ins asion that toppled
Saddam Hussein.
Jill ('arroll, a freelance
reporter for The Christian
Science Monitor. was kidnapped
Jan. 7 by gunmen who threatened to kill her if the U.S didn't
release Iraqi women in custody'.
She was among 250 foreigners
who had been taken captive m
the country since the t' S. invasion: at least 39 of those foreigners were killed.

Democrats eye stopping Alfto
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nding in the Iraqi nulitan vehicle. considered MOM dangerous
than U.S. nulitary vehicles, so
they could report on the war
from the Iraqi soldiers' perspecuse.
Westin. speaking Monday on
"Good Morning Amenca," said
the risks news personnel face are
assessed every day in a country
where there were 221 attacks by
explosive devices last week
alone. But it's important to
cover the news, he said.
"We all know there are substantial risks," Westin said. "At
the same time, what we do is
report the news. We report the
stories such as Iraq, and it's a
dilemma we struggle with all
along because frankly. we don't
get to report as much in Iraq as
we'd like to because of security."
Woodruff, 44. a father of
four, has been at ABC News
since 1996. He grew up in
Michigan and became a corporate lawyer in New York. but
changed fields soon after a stint
teaching law in Beijing, where
he helping CBS News during
1989
the chaos of the
Tianamnen Square protest.
Vogt, 46. is a three-time
Emmy award-winning camera-

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Liberal Democrats waged an
eleventh-hour attempt Monday
to block Samuel Alito's
Supreme Court confirmation,
arguing that he would tilt the
high court further to the right.
GOP Sen. Lincoln Chafee of
Rhode Island also announced
that he would vote against
Alito's confirmation. Chafee, a
self-described "pro-choice, proenvironment, pro-Bill of Rights
Republican." is the only member of the Republican Party so
far to announce that he will vote
against the conservative judge.
Chafee refused to support the
Democrats' filibuster attempt.
however. "How are we going to
get anything done if we can't
work together?" Chafee asked.
But liberal Democrats say
that Alito — a former federal
prosecutor and conservative
lawyer for the Reagan administration — would put individual
rights and liberties in danger.

"I think he is the wrong judge
at the wrong time in the wrong
place." said Sen. Edward
Kennedy. D-Mass., a longtime
liberal stalwart. 71 do not believe
he is going to be part of the
whole movement of the continued march towards progress in
this country."
Added Sen. Jim Jeffords of
Vermont, the chamber's lone
independent: "The addition of
Judge Alito would unacceptably
shift the balance of the court on
many critical issues facing our
country."
But time was running out.
and Alito's supporters say they
already had more than enough
votes to ensure that he be confirmed to succeed retiring
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
They still hoped that could happen before President Bush gives
his State of the Union speech in
the Capitol on Tuesday.
The Senate was holding a test
vote Monday afternoon. If Alito.

55. could garner at least 60 votes
there,--ethe final confirmation
vote would he Tuesday morning.
An Associated Press survey last
week showed that Alito has at
least 62 votes.
Aldo. a I5-year veteran of
the federal appeals court, has
well over 50 votes for confirmation Tuesday. At least 53 of the
Republicans' 55-member majority and three Democrats —
Robert Byrd of West Virginia.
Tim Johnson of South Dakota
and Ben Nelson of Nebraska -already publicly support him.

Forecast
Tonight will be mostly
cloudy with lows in the lower
30s.
Tuesday will be mostly
sunny with highs around 50, followed by partly cloudy skies and
low's in the mid 30s that night.
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Appearances
and cutting
Stumbo's budget
FRANKFORT - No one will
ever argue successfully that
Gov. Ernie Fletcher is a consummate politician or, for that
matter, that he's even a middling one.
Otherwise, Fletcher would
have known instinctively that
cutting the
office budget
for Attorney
General
Greg Stumbo
is politically
stupid and
destined ultimately to
come back
and haunt
Agree Or Fletcher.
The budgNot
By Todd Duvall et that
Fletcher sent
Syndicated
to the
Columnist
General
Assembly
slashes
Stumbo's current $25.9 million
budget by $2.1 million over the
next two years. That's almost 10
percent, and Stumbo has been
nuking his own political hay
about it ever since.
"It appears to be vindictive
and ill-conceived," Stumbo said
last week.
Yes, that's exactly how it
appears, and someone should
have told Fletcher that before
the budget was made public.
Stumbo's office, of course,
has been leading a special grand
jury investigation here into allegations of widespread abuse of
state personnel laws designed to
protect most state employees
from political discrimination.
So far, 13 current or former
Fletcher administration officials
and supporters have been indicted because of that investigation
only to be pardoned by Fletcher.
The special grand jury, however, continues its work and testimony dribbles out, as transcripts are made available to the
state Personnel Board, which is
conducting its own probe of
alleged Merit System abuses.
That testimony invariably
portrays the administration as
obsessed with replacing
Democrats on the Merit System
payroll with Republicans.
All the while Stumbo is laying out what a $2.1 million
budget cut for his office will
mean:
III Twenty employees will
have to be let go.
•The personnel cuts will
involve the Kentucky Bureau of
Investigation, which has been a
part of the administration probe.
III The effect of the budget
cut will have a negative impact
on victims' advocacy services,
utility rate intervention and consumer protection. Stumbo says.

III And the Attorney
General's Office will lose
$700,000 in federal funds used
for prosecuting Medicaid fraud
cases.
Did no one in Fletcher's
inner circle have enough political common sense to know this
was coming? Greg Stumbo is
hardly the martyr type, but he's
playing the role for all it's
worth.
Next will be Stumbo's very
public appearances before
House and Senate budget committees seeking to have the
funding restored. He'll bring
along charts and graphs showing how the $2.1 million loss
will mean Medicaid cheats
going unpunished, sky high
home utility bills unchallenged,
scam artists preying on innocent
Kentucky consumers and the
victims of crimes alone without
someone to advocate on their
behalf.
The Democrat-controlled
House will give Stumbo the
money back, perhaps even give
him more. The Republican
Senate then will be confronted
with either supporting Fletcher's
political ineptitude and thus
appearing to be vindictive as
well as uncaring about crime
victims, Medicaid fraud and
high utility bills, or it will agree
with the House and restore
Stumbo's budget at least to its
current level.
That is exactly what Fletcher
should have done, or someone
close to him should have convinced him to do,
Cutting Stumbo's budget by
$2.1 million would not bring an
end to the special grand jury
investigation any faster. It
would not make the whole ugly
mess go away.
By not cutting the attorney
general's budget, Fletcher. in
contrast, would appear to be
above playing petty politics
with an important state office,
all the while continuing to insist
that it is Stumbo who is playing
politics with the investigation.
Once again, the politically
challenged in the Fletcher
administration have tossed the
ball to the attorney general, and
once again Stumbo is playing it
for all it's worth.
And in all probability, the
politically astute Republicans in
the Senate are grinding their
molars in frustration at the difficult spot Fletcher has put them
in as far as approving a budget
for the attorney general.
Stumbo, of course, is loving
every minute of it.
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Senate bills assisting veterans
FRANKFORT - The tremendous burden
shouldered by our men and women serving
in uniform overseas is never far from our
minds. That load has become even more
clear with the events
in Iraq and
Afghanistan, where
more than half our
troops are National
Guard or military
Reserve members —
the people in our community who have left
their full-time jobs
and families to serve
our country.
We took a significant step toward
Report from relieving part of that
burden with the .pasFrankfort sage
of Senate Bill 2
By Sen Ken
this week. The proposal, upon House
Winters
approval, is aimed not
R-Murray
just at the men and
women who serve, but
also at the families who stay behind.
Provisions include child-care assistance,
protection of custodial rights, expanded
healthcare options and mortgage assistance

for families with members called into active
duty. In addition, the bill establishes a death
benefit of $80,000 to the family of any
Guardsman or Reservist killed while on
active duty.
Senate Bill 30 also passed unanimously.
This bill will help more veterans access
health insurance. Tricare is a type of insurance that the Federal Government provides
to active members of the military, veterans,
and their families. In the past, Tricare supplement has not been available to veterans
who are also state employees, including
teachers. By providing the option of purchasing Tricare supplement to these individuals, not only are we providing military
personnel with better insurance, but also
Kentucky will save significant sums of
money because the cost of purchasing the
supplement is cheaper than the cost of purchasing the insurance from our state government.
Another bill that shows our respect for
veterans passed unanimously in the Senate
this week. SB 47 expands to all schools a
requirement that they have a Veterans Day
program dedicated to those who served.
Our high schools already have programs
that allow veterans to speak with students,
share their experiences, and help our young

future leaders realize how much has been
sacrificed for their freedom and security
Finally, as a member of the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Committee, I
was pleased to pass from committee a bill
that will double the amount of state funds
in House Bill 283 to $10 million for the
Low Income Energy Assistance Program or
LIHEAP. The additional funds will not
affect the Budget Reserve Trust Fund or
Rainy Day Fund since the monies will
come from the Natural Gas Severance Tax
Receipts. Over 300,000 low-income households will be able to access heating assistance and better insulate their homes
through LIHEAP because of this and
Federal fund appropriations and our state's
bond rating will not be jeopardized. HB 283
also passed the Senate unanimously this
week.
In closing, I have received many calls
and letters regarding the budget and Murray
State University. The budget is currently
being reviewed in the House. I am a graduate of MSU and spent 23 years on staff
there. The institution is near and dear to me
and my family. I am committed to MSU. Its
students, faculty, staff, graduates, and our
region have my support.

Greenspan's Legacy

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
Alan Greenspan, one of the most successful chairmen
WASHINGTON (AP) — lt
of the Federal Reserve, will step down Tuesday after
will be business as usual when
18 years in office.
Alan Greenspan wraps up his
nearly two decades at the
Monthly percent change in the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers:
Federal Reserve on Tuesday.
1 5 percerl
He'll likely raise interest
rates one last time as he preFeb. 4,1994 Fed
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sides over his final meeting of
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Cemetery. The Rev. David Allbritten will officiate
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Horne of Murray from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday.

and Ms. Kimherli Gamblin. Madisonville; three brothers, Michael
Hancock, Providence, Kevin Ganablin. Madisonville. and Brent
Hancock. Princeton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I 1 a ni am Tngg County Baptist
('hurch. The Rev. Larry Nichols and the Rev. Mike Rust will officiWildie H. Cunningham
ate. Burial will follow in the New Salem Cemetery, Nortoeville.
tkrildie H. Cunniligh.iiii, 78, Murray, died Sunday. Jan. 29, 2006.
Visitation will be at King's Funeral Home, Cadiz. after 4 p.m
at 2:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Tuesday and 6 to 9:30 am. Wednesday and at the church after it)
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangea.m. Wednesday.
ments.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Trigg County Baptist
Church, P.O. Box 395, Cadiz, KY 42211 or to The (Metals
Mrs. Linda Carol Thweatt
International. P.O. Box 65, Cadiz. KY 42211
Mrs. Linda Carol Thweatt, 46, Murray Highway. Benton, died
Sunday. Jan. 29, 2006. at 1:30 a.m. at her home.
An optician for Lense Crafters of Paducah,
The funeral for Leroy -Wyatt was Sunday at 2 p.m in the chapel
she was a former real estate agent. She was a
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis
member of Grace International Church,
Norvell and the Rev. Elijah Balentine officiated.
Podia:oh.
*
h
Pallbearers were Shannon Gardner. Stew
Her father, Charles McGregor. preceded her
Mathis, Jerry Cause). Jimmy Causey. Larry
in death.
i
Callihan. Jason Phillips. Justin Phillips and Jack
Survivors include her husband. Jimmy
Sins. Burial was in the Hicks Cemetery.
Thweatt
one
son,
Jake
Thweatt,
Benton; two
Mrs. Geneva Giles
Mr. Wyatt. 69, Pottenown Road. Murray,
stepsons, Jon Thweatt, Paducah. and Gary
Mrs. Gene% a Giles, 75, Oxford Drive, Murray, died Saturday,
died Friday. Jan. 27. 2(X)6, at 1130 a.m. at his
Thweatt,
Sturgis;
her
mother.
Mrs.
Martha
Jan. 28, 2006. at 9:55 a.m. at her home.
home.
Cothran Hopper, and stepfather, Bill Hopper,
Thweatt
She had received her bachelor of science degree from Austin
An Army veteran, he retired from the former Murray Division of
Benton; one sister. Mrs. Joyce Thompson, North
Peay University, Clarksville, Tenn., and her master of science degree
the Tappan Company and Kentucky Highway Department. He was
from Murray State University. A former associate home demonstra- Carolina; four grandchildren; one niece.
a member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
tion agent for Christian County and a former home demonstration
Born Jan. 22. 1937. in Calloway County. he was the son of the
agent for Bourbon County, she had also been a home management Funeral Home. Benton. The Rev. Chris Coty will officiate. Burial late Delius Wyatt and Lela Hicks Wyatt.
will follow in the Edwards Cemetery, Benton.
specialist for Purdue University. She was a volunteer at Angels Attic
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Myrtle Mathis Wyatt. to whom
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
and an avid quitter.
he was married Oct. 17, 1956; one son. Jeff Wyatt and wife. Melissa.
(Monday).
Mrs. Giles was a member of First Baptist Church and of the
two grandchildren. Jacob and Kaylee Wyatt. and an aunt. Vannie
Adam and Eve Sunday School Class at the church.
Steele, all of Murray; several cousin,
One son, Howard C. Giles, and one brother, Ralph Powell, both Charles Richard Hollandsworth
Charles Richard Hollandsworth, 76, Walnut Grove Road, Benton.
preceded her in death. Born Sept. 13, 1950, in Sango. Tenn., she was
Mrs. Dorothy Sue Swatzell
died Friday, Jan. 27, 2006. at 4:35 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
the daughter of the late Jessie Powell and Mable Hunter Powell.
The tuneral tor Mrs. Dorothy Sue Swatzell was Saturday at 2
A Navy veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Howard Giles; one son, Tim
p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home. Paducah. The Rev. Jim
was
a
truck
driver
for
Railway Express. He was Glover officiated.
Giles and wife, Kay. Elizabethtown; two brothers. Winfred Powell
Burial was in Clarks River Cemetery.
a member of Hardin Baptist Church.
and wife, Zola, and Billy Powell and wife, Betty. all of Sang°.
Mrs. Swat/ell. 69. Paducah. died Wednesday. Jan. 25, 2006. at
One
great-granddaughter,
Abgail
Ramirez.
Tenn.; four grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
1:30 a.m. at her home.
preceded him in death. He was the son of the late
The funeral will be today (Monday)at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith.
Charles Roy Hollandsworth and Edna Estella
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate.
Preceding her in death were one son. Michael Hurt, three grandStultz
Hollandsworth.
Active pallbearers will be Hulon Giles. Conien Giles. Wayne
children. Stephanie VanMeter. Carrie VanMeter and Wesley Hurt.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Karen
Powell. David Powell, Matt Smiley, Nick Meriwether and Daniel
one sister and one brother. She was the daughter of the late William
Dayton,
Barton,
Ohio;
two
grandchildren,
Rev. Eric Wright. McManus and Lena Cunningham
Pitts. An honorary group will be members of the Adam and Eve
McManus.
Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church. Burial will follow in Kansas, and Loretta Ramirez, Dayton; two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Dorles
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Kim Wyatt. Murray. and
Bowling,
Benton.
and
Mrs.
Roberta
Setters.
Fairborn.
Ohio;
two
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Angela Sanders. Owensbom; two sisters. Mrs. Anna Millay.
great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Freemont, and Mrs. Debbie Morning. Ledbetter. one brother.
Visitation and services will be held at a later date at the Glenn
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Dr. Howard Giles
Wesley McManus Jr.. Paducah; five grandchildren. seven greatScholarship Fund, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center, Haven Memorial Park. Donaldsville. Ohio. Collier Funeral Home of grandchildren: several nieces and nephews.
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071, or Angels Attic. 972 Benton is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to DAV Memorial
Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071.
Program, P.O. Box 14301, Cincinnati. OH 45250-0301 or Hardin Mrs. Helen Kesterson Lewis
The tuneral tor Mrs. Helen Kesterson Lewis was Sunday at 2
Baptist Church. 6867 U.S. Hwy. 641 North. Hardin, KY 42048.
Mrs. Dortha
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. Hilton Roster
Mrs. Dortha M. Cope, 80, North Sixth Street. Murray, died
officiated. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery. Mayfield.
Sunday. Jan. 29. 2006, at 5:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Mrs. Teresa Michele (Terri) Grace
Mrs. Lewis. 89. Mayfield. died Thursday. Jan. 28. 2006. at 7:43
Mrs. Teresa Michele (Terri) Grace, 45, Bay Lane, Cadiz. mother
Hospital.
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
of Cayce Grace of Murray. died Saturday. Jan. 28, 2006. at 5:15 p.m.
She was a member of Spring Creek Baptist Church.
She was a member of 7th & College Church of Christ. Mayfield.
Her husband, Galen Cope, and one son, David Lee Cope, both Her death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident at and had been a former employee of J.U. Kevil Center. Curler
preceded her in death. Born May 9, 1925, she was the daughter of Clarksville, Tenn.
Clothing Co., and Andover's.
A homemaker, she was a member of Trigg County Baptist
the late Louis Butler and Ola Goheen Butler.
Her husband. Marvin B. Lewis, and one brother. Edwin
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Pauletta Donelson, Murray; Church. She was born Sept. 12. 1960, in Hopkinsville. Her stepfa- Kesterson. preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late
ther.
Louis
Gamblin,
preceded
her
in
death.
three sisters. Mrs. Betty Blagg and Mrs. Virginia Stroud. both of
Ike Kesterson and Gertrude Williams Kesterson.
Survivors include her husband. Barry Grace. to whom she had
Murray, and Mrs. Rosemary Herdman, Clarksville. Tenn.; four
Survivors include two brothers. Harold Kesterson. Dearborn.
been married for 24 years; one daughter. Cayce Grace, Murray:
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
Mich., and Ralph Kesterson. Mayfield: four nieces; several greatfather.
Edward Elmo Hitmeock. Princeton; mother. Mrs. Barbara Ann
A graveside service will be Tuesday at I p.m. at the Stewart
nieces and great-nephews.
Gamblin. Madisonville: two sisters. Mrs. Vicki Harrell, Owensboro,
cian Michael Thomas, 16, St. Line Rd. West, Puryear, Tenn.,
died Saturday. Jan. 28, 2006, at 6:40 p.m. from injuries sustained in
a motorcycle-automobile accident.
A student at Murray High School, he was a member of Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Preceding him in death was his grandfather, Ed Thomas.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather. Georgie and Pete
Peterson, Puryear; his father and stepmother. Ken and Diane
Thomas, and one brother, Jeff Thomas, all of Summerville, S.C.:
grandparents, Bill and Hazel Furgerson and Dale and Geraldine
Cunningham, all of Murray; several aunts, uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Garry Vacca will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Area Technology Center, Att. Mitchell McNutt, 1800
Sycamore St., Murray, KY 42071.

tom Wyatt

M.Cope

Rice seeks economic sanctions against Hamas-led Palestine
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LONDON (AP)- The United
States wants other nations to cut
off aid to a Hamas-led
Palestinian
government,
Secretary of State Condokezza
Rice said ahead of an international strategy session on
Mideast peace prospects.
Rice ruled out any U.S.
financial assistance to a Hamas
government.
Humanitarian help to the
Palestinians, many of whom are
poor and unemployed, is likely
on a "case-by-case basis," Rice
said Sunday. She indicated that
the administration would follow
through on aid promised to the
current, U.S.-backed Palestinian
government led by President
Mahmoud Abbas.
"The United States is not prepared to fund an organization
that advocates the destruction of
Israel, that advocates violence
and that refuses its obligations,"
under an international framework for eventual Mideast
peace. Rice said.
Rice was meeting other
members of the so-called
Quartet of would-be Mideast
peacemakers Monday. The
group, which includes the
United States, Russia, the
European Union and the United
Nations. is already on record as
saying "there is a fundamental
contradiction between armed
group and militia activities and
the building of a democratic
state."
In Gaza meanwhile, a Hamas
leader, Ismail Haniyeh. called
on the international community
to continue funding the
Palestinian Authority.
"We assure you that all the
revenues will be spent on

AP

A Palestinian gunman from the AL-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades fires in the air during a
demonstration in the Balata refugee camp in the West Bank city of Nablus Sunday. The
activists said they were not prepared for the Fatah to take part in a government formed
by the Names.
salaries, daily life and infrastructure." he said at a news conference. addressing international
concerns that aid would be used
to fund violence.
Diplomats here said ministers
with the European Union were
ready to jointly call on Harms to
recognize the state of Israel.
renounce violence and disarm.
While EU officials are barred
from contact with the Islamic
militant group. which it considers a terrorist organization. the
EU statement was to make clear
that the EU would keep diplomatic channels open with

Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas, who is not a
member of Hamas, diplomats
said on condition of anonymity

to the sensitivity of the
talks.
Rice also will meet separately with other permanent mem-
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ization that holds those views
just because it is in government." Rice said.
The U.S., Europe and Israel
list Harms as a terrorist organization; v anous Arab governments have contact with the
group.
"It is important that Hamas
now will have to confront the
implications of its covenant if It
wishes to govern," Rice said.
"That becomes a pnmaryi consideration in anything that we
do."
It is not clear that all
European nations or the United
Nations would cut off aid, let
alone Arab governments that do
not recognize Israel
"1 just think that anyone who
is devoted to trying tolaring
Middle East petice between two
states has an obligation now to
make sure that any body that is
going to be supported is going to
have that same" goal. Rice said.
l'.S. aid is a small part of the
S1.6 billion annual budget of the
Palestinian Authonty. About SI
billion comes from overseas
donors _ more than halt of that
from European nations

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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hers of the U.N. Security
Council to discuss Iran and an
upcoming vote on whether to
refer the Tehran government to
the council over its nuclear program.
Hamas, or the Islamic
Resistance Movement, won a
decisive majority in last week's
Palestinian legislative elections.
The group, which has political
and militant wings, will now
take a large role in governing the
Palestinians. The makeup of the
new government is not clear.
The Islamic militants, who
carried out dozens of suicide
bombings and seek IsraeFs
destruction, have said they
oppose peace talks and will not
disarm. Israel refuses to deal
with Hamas.
Hamas' unexpected electoral
victory raised questions about
the future of the peace process
between the Palestinians and
Israel. and how the United
States can influence such efforts
or
help
impoverished
Palestinians.
"We're going to review all of
our assistance programs, but the
bedrock principle here is we
can't have funding for an organ-
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CCHS Laker Band plans
chili supper and auction
Calloway County High School Laker
Band will have a chili supper and auction
on Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the
school cafeteria.
This will include chili, hot dog, baked
potato, dessert and drink for $5 for adults
and $2.50 for 12 and under.
Tickets can be purchased at the door
or in advance from any of the band students.

Jo's
Datebook

Republicans will meet

Calloway County Republicans will gather
By Jo Burkeen
at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the party headquarters
Community
on Ky. Hwy. 121 North to celebrate PresiEditor
dent Bush's State of the Union Address to
the nation. Refreshments will be served as the group watches
and celebrates the nation's leadership on big screen TV. All
Republicans and Conservative Democrats are invited to attend.

INES Council will meet
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Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the conference room of the
school. All interested persons are invited.
Ii

TOPS changes meeting place
Photo provided

Troop Pack 73 Den 3 at the meeting of
Paul Rister (standing right) is pictured with members of Webelos Boy Scout
the Hazel Woman's Club.

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 has changed its meeting
place to the University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart on
Tuesday from 9 to 10 a.m. Persons are to enter on the side
of the church where the carport is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491 or Amy
at 435-4054.

Rister speaker at meeting of Hazel club
for its regular meeting and to
prepare for the "Fishing Pond"
in connection with the annu7
al West Kentucky Boat and
Outdoor Show.
Each year the clubsponsors the fishing pond for kids
to be able to fistb and catch
real fish, It has been a great
success and fun for all," a club

Paul Rister of the Fish and.
Wildlife was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club held Jan. 19 at
the Murray State University
Regional Special Events Center.
Rister presented a lesson on
"Conservation."
The club meet at the RSEC

Member said.
Also present were the Webelos Boy Scout Troop Pack 73
Den 3 who helped in setting
up the Fish Pond for the club
as a part of their work project.
Hostesses were Betty Hudson, Carolyn Parks and Elaine
Paschall.

-The next meeting of the
Hazel club will be Feb. 16 at
7 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. Carla Halkias will
present a program on "Diabetes Awareness." Hostesses
will be Halkias, Nancy Overby and Teresa Price.

Scholarship deadline Wednesday

The deadline to file for scholarships for the 2006-07 school
year at Murray State University will be Wednesday. Applications are available online at www.murraystate.edu/scholarships.
For more information call the scholarship office at 762-5346.

Singles will meet Tuesday

uary
MCCH Blood Bank announces drives for Febr
18 years of age (or 17
to 8 p.m. there will be a blood
drive at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. On Feb. 15 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. there will be
a blood drive at the OccupaIlona] Health & Safety at Murray State University. Additionally, there will be a blood drive
at Glendale Church of Christ
on Feb. 22 from 6 to 8 p.m.
All blood drives are open to
the public,
The constant supply of blood

Thc Blood Bank at Murray-Cilloway County Hospital
will conduct three blood drives
open to the public during the
month of February.
These drives are in addiLion to routine appointments that
can be scheduled during the
regular hours Of Monday
through Friday. between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at the Blood Bank.
On Wednesday from 5:30

provided locally to the MCCH least
Blood Bank provides the gift with parental consent), be in
of life to many people. From good health, weigh at least 110
a convenience perspective, it pounds, and pass the brief physonly takes less than an hour ical and health history exams
to make a blood donation and given prior to collecting the
donations of all blood types donation.
To make an appointment to
are greatly needed. The blood
received by MCCH Blood Bank donate blood or to find out
stays in the community to serve where the next blood drive will
the needs of patients within he held contact the Blood Bank
at 762-1119.
our area.
A blood donor must be at

BirthAnnouncements

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Plans will be discussed for
the Singles Valentine Dance to be Feb. 10 from 7:30 to 1;1
p.m. at Joe Creason Building at city park at Benton. This is
open to all singles. For information call Mike at 759-3180 or
Pat at 489-2909.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southsick rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Grandparents group will meet

Orandparents Raising Grandchildren Support Group for Murray and Calloway County will meet Wednesday at noon at the
Murray Resource Center, located in the Murray Board of Education building, 208 South 13th St., Murray. Darlene Cronin,
MSW, will lead the group in an "Ask the Counselor" question and answer session. Lunch will be served. MI grandparents or relatives raising grandchildren are encouraged to attend.
For free transportation call the center at 759-9592.

School plans open house

Anna Kate Hawes
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Hay,c,
of Paducah are the parents (il
a daughter, Anna Kate Hawes,
born on Wednesday. Dec. 21.
2005. at 9:01 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
14 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Robin Dick.
Grandparents are Roger and
Debbie Dick of Murray and
Boyce and Nancy Hawes of
Paducah.
Great-grandparents arc Hilda
•
•
• • •
•

Support Group is tonightwill

meet tonight at 7
Death of A Parent Support Group
p.m. For more information call '753-7129.

Neighborhood Watch tonight

New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight at 7
p.m. at New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church. Speakers will be Calloway County Jailer Phil Hazle and Calloway Sheriff Larry
Roberts. All area residents are urged to attend.
Photo provided

Chelsea Riggins (left) and Meg Black are new members of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at Murray State University.

Our Registered •
Bridal Couples:

•

•

•
•

Lorraine McMullen

& Matthew Leo

•

Jennifer Schati
& Bryan Bartlett

•

Anna Kate Hawes

•
•
•

Natalie Cooper
& Matthew Hint(

•

Marcie Parm
& Jesse Clark
Kim Bryant
& Sean Haverstock

es

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Catherine Hurt
& Arthur Lane
Lauralee Hoover
& Jeremy Latimer

•

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB 2
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6PM
SAT 8 SUN ONLY

Underworld: Evolution
R - 7:35 - 9:50

Glory Read
PG - 7:15 - 9:40

•

Hoodwinked
PG - 6:55 - 8:50

Anne Pickens
& Michael Knox
Jill Wood
& Robert Ellison

Big Momma's House 2
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:15
•
•

Nanny McPhee
PG.6:50 - 9:00

•
•

Cheaper By The Dozen 2
PG- 7:20 - 9:20

•
•

'Bridal 'Registry er'cjitr

University Square • 12th St
1270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
et
.
Saturday 10-2

•

St. Joseph Catholic School at Mayfield will have open house
on Tuesday from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Pre-registration for the 200607 school year for preschool and kindergarten through sixth
grade will be available. The address is 112 South 14th St., but
enter from 700 W. Broadway. For information call 1-270-2474420.

Mae Dick of Murray and Anna
Louise Carney and William
Lorene Hawes, all of Paducah.

•

Fun With Dick &Jam.
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:30

•
•

Program Information C811753-3314

Local students initiated
into Alpha Chi Chapter
and the English Student Organization. This semester she is
studying abroad in Segovia.
Riggins graduated with honors from Murray High School
in 2005. Since she began her
college career she has completed the Emerging Leaders
Program at MSU. Riggins has
volunteered for Vacation Bible
School at St. Leo Catholic
Church, Murray, for six years.

Murray natives Meg Black
and Chelsea Riggins were initiated into the Alpha Chi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority at Murray State University on Jan. 16.
Black graduated with honors from Murray High School
in 2004. While at Murray State
she has been involved with
Hester Residential College
Council. the Honor's Program.

Ladies of the Oaks
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on
Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at the
club house.
Serving as hostess will be
Janet Kirk, phone 753-7418.
Members are asked to call Kirk

to sign-up or to cancel play.
Bridge winners at play on
Jan. 25 were Shirley Wade,first,
and Melva Hatcher, second.
Mary Alice Smith served as
hostess.

Homeschoolers plan program

LAMP Homeschoolers of Calloway County will present a
program. "Historically Speaking" tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. in
the community room of Calloway County Public Library. Anyone interested in homeschooling may attend this academic
event. For more information call Sue Ann Stevens at 753-3626
or Rhonda Roso at 489-2717, or visit the website at www.calloway-lamp.org.

Parent Teacher Night at MHS

Murray High School will host Parent Teacher Night today.
Parents and guardians may attend the event anytime between
4 and 7 p.m. Parents will receive results from the Kentucky
Core Content Test, view and sign their child's individualized .
Graduation Plan (IGP) and have the opportunity to meetit with
faculty.

SCV Camp to meet tonight

Sons of Confederate Veterans Fort Heiman Camp will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Family Life Center of First United
Methodist Church. All members and all persons wishing to
honor their Confederate veteran ancestors are invited.

Blood drives scheduled
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
blood drives today from 2 to 7 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel; and Tuesday and Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in dance lounge of Murray State University Curris Center. All
blood types are needed.
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FARM
USDA using satellite images to prosecute farmers
By The Associated Press
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — Satellites
have monitored crop conditions around
the world for decades, helping traders
predict futures prices in commodities
markets and governments anticipate
crop shortages.
But those satellite images are now
increasingly turning up in courtrooms
across the nation as the Agriculture
Department's
Risk
Management
Agency cracks down on farmers
involved in crop insurance fraud.
The Agriculture Department's Farm
Service Agency, which helps farmers
get loans and payments from a number
of its programs, also uses satellite
imaging to monitor compliance.
Across government and private
industry alike, satellite imaging technology is being used in water rights litigation and in prosecution of environmental cases ranging from a hog confinement facility's violations of waste

discharge regulations to injury damage
lawsuits stemming from herbicide
applications. The technology is also
used to monitor the forestry and mining
industries.
"A lot of farmers would be shocked
at the detail you can tell. What it does is
keep honest folks honest," said G.A.
"Art" Barnaby Jr.. an agricultural economist at Kansas State University.
Satellite technology, which takes
images at roughly eight-day intervals,
can be used to monitor when farmers
plant their acreage, how they irrigate
them and what crops they grow. If
anomalies are found in a farm's insurance claim, investigators can search
satellite photos dating back years to
determine cropping practices on individual fields.
What's catching the attention of
Barnaby and others is a spate of recent
cases involving the use of satellite
imaging to prosecute farmers. The
largest so far has been a North Carolina

case in which a couple faked weather
damage to their crops by having workers throw ice cubes onto a tomato field
and then beat the plants.
In September. Robert Warren was
sentenced to six years and four months
in prison, while his wife, Viki, was sentenced to five years and five months.
They were also ordered to forfeit $7.3
million and pay $9.15 million in restitution.
The Warrens and at least three other
defendants pleaded guilty. But in one
related trial that went to a jury, prosecutors used satellite images and testimony
from a satellite image analyst to present
their case.
"It was impressive to the jury to
have this presentation about this eye in
the sky and satellite imagery and a
trained expert," said Richard Edwards,
the assistant U.S. Attorney in North
Carolina who prosecuted the case. "In
our case it did not make the case. but it
sure helped and strengthened and

improved the case."
The Risk Management Agency is
involved in three other multimilliondollar crop insurance fraud cases that
have yet to be filed that will nv al the
Warren case in scope, said Michael
Hand. BMA's deputy administrator for
compliance.
While fewer than 100 cases have
been prosecuted using satellite imaging
since the RMA started its crackdown in
2001, data mining — coupled with
satellite imaging — pinpoints about
1.500 farms annually that are put on a
watch list for possible crop fraud. Hand
said. Ground inspections are done on
the suspect farms throughout the growing season.
The agency says its spot checklist
generated by the satellite data has saved
taxpayers between $71 million and
S110 million a year in fraudulent crop
insurance claims since 2001.
The agency stepped up its enforcement after the Agriculture Risk

Protection Act of 2000 mandated it use
data mining to ferret out false claims,
Hand said. Every year, it ships claims
data to the Center for Agriculture
Excellence at Tarleton State University
in Stephens'.tile. Texas. where analysts
look for anomalies in claims They generate a Its( of claims for further investigation. with satellite imaging pulled on
the most egregious cases
Just as U.S. satellites kept track ot
things like the wheat harvest in the former Soviet Union, other countries have
also launched satellites to monitor
American crops. Germany. France and
others have satellites monitonng crop
conditions, and many other private
firms sell those images in the U.S.
"Everybody spies on everybody. I
was stunned to hear that myself."
Edwards said. -Someday. I may have to
rely on a French satellite to convict an
American citizen.-

Murray's Rogers
was finalist for
DuPont award

Furches Among KFB Delegates

PRINCETON. Ky. - Chad
and
Carol
Sullivan
of
Campbellsville
have been
named the 2006 American
Soybean Association/DuPont
Young Leader candidates for
Kentucky.
The DuPont Young Leader
Award is a very prestigious
award. The selection process
was extremely' involved and
Participants were
detailed.
judged on personal qualities.
support of soybean and agriculture industries, leadership qualities in community. production
and marketing plans of soybeans, and a written application.
The final interview of candidates took place at the 12th
annual Kentucky Commodity
Conference in Paducah.
Other applicants included
Dwaine Rogers of Mun-ay. Brad
Stephen of Owensboro. and
Davie Stephens of Wingo.
The DuPont Award allows
young leaders from around the
nation to gather together for a

challenging leadership experience. This experience offers
the opportunity for participants
to enhance their leadership
skills, as well as meet and learn
from other young leaders from
around the country..
"I believe the future is very
promising for soybeans and I
Y. am to help promote the industry in any way that I can. 1
think ills important for farmers
to he spokesmen for agriculture.- Chad stated.
Young leaders will begin
their training experience during
the 2006 Commodity Classic in
Anaheim. California. and will
conclude in early December at
Pioneer's Headquarters located
in Des Moines, Iowa.
KSA also recognizes the
DuPont Young Leader by placing them on the hoard as an ExOfficio Director.
For more information on the
DuPont Program visit www.soygrowers.com

Photo PrOv•lec)

•

These Kentucky Farm Bureau leaders (seated from left to right are Tripp Furches, Murray: Steve Bolinger,
Pembroke and Danny Wilkinson, Columbia) served as delegates at the recent American Farm Bureau convention held in Nashville, Tenn, They were among some 600 Kentuckians who took part in the national Farm Bureau
meeting.
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Damaged pastures need renovation work
OWENSBORO, Ky. —
Many Kentucky pasture fields
have been battered by more than
a year of tough weather conditions. Renovating these pastures
by adding legumes during the
next few weeks can provide
many benefits.
Adding legumes such as red
clover, white clover, lespedeza
or alfalfa to grass fields
improves production and provides a high-quality feed. In
addition, legumes are able to utilize atmospheric nitrogen.
reducing the need for commercial nitrogen fertilizer.
in
content
"Legume
Kentucky pastures has been
reduced dramatically as a result
of drought and high tempera
tures in 2005 and very muddy
conditions last winter," said
Garry Lacefield, forage specialist with the University of
of
College
Kentucky
Agriculture.
Renovation efforts in 2005
on many fields weren't successful or weren't able to be done at
all because of wet weather conditions, he said. As farmers look
for ways to improve their pastures in the next few months.
adding legumes should be on
top of their lists.
Legumes provide growth in
the summer months when most
of Kentucky's grasses become
nearly dormant. A mix of
legumes and grasses improves
the seasonal distribution of forages. Eacefield said.
In addition to improved summer production, interseeding
grass pastures with legumes
usually increases total yield.
Many studies have shown that
dry matter production and crude
protein production per acre goes
up when legumes are intro-

duced.
Legumes improve overall
forage quality of a grass field
because of increased palatability. intake, digestibility, and protein and mineral content. While
legumes are normally higher in
quality than grasses, there can
be a wide range within each
group.
Another bonus legumes can
offer is their ability to take nitrogen from the air and use it to
make protein and other nitrocompounds.
gen-containing
This allows the pasture to attain
the nitrogen it needs without
additional nitrogen fertilizer.

and with today's high nitrogen
fertilizer prices, that is even
more important. Lacefield said.
To seed legumes into existing
grass pastures, many techniques
will work, including simply
broadcasting seeds over the
ground, which allows the seed to
make contact with the soil
through the freeze-thaw process,
and using a drill to directly plant
the seed into the soil.
No matter the technique.
there are some practices that will
help ensure a successful renovation. These practices include
grazing or mowing the grass
prior to renovating. Planting into

Roll-off Containers Available

tall grass shades the legumes
and reduces their growth. Be
sure tc soil test and properly fertilize fields but do no use nitrogen as this will increase grass
growth and competition with
new legume seedlings. Sow certified seed at the rates recommended and, just before seeding. inoculate with proper nitrogen-fixing bacteria if seed is not
pre-inoculated.
Broadcasting seeds on top of
the ground will often result in
good stands if seedings are made
in late winter, if the grass is
extremely short and if proper
fertility is applied.
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'Crash' takes 'Brokeback
Mountain' by surprise at SAG
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)- What
had looked like a predictable
Academy Awards season grew
more intriguing with a few stirpri,e winners at the Screen
Actors Guild Awards.
The ensemble drama "Crash"
beat out Oscar best-picture
front-runner
"Brokeback
Mountain" Sunday for the overall cast honor, the guild's equivalent of a best-film prize.
Reese Witherspoon as singer
June Carter in "Walk the Line"
won best actress over her fellow
Golden Globe winner and presumed Oscar favorite Felicity
Huffman of the road-trip tale
"Transamerica."
And Paul Giamatti of the
boxing drama "Cinderella Man"
earned the guild's supportingactor honor over George
Clooney of the oil-industry
thriller "Syriana."
Clooney had won the Golden
• Globe and, coupled with the
▪ goodwill of his directing
achievement on the Edward R.
MUrTOW tale "Good Night, and
• Good Luck," he has had the look
▪ of a mega-star destined for
a Oscar triumph.
•
Even Sandra Bullock
whose co-stars in "Crash"
▪ include Don Cheadle, Matt
Dillon, Thandie
Newton,
Terrence Howard and Jennifer
Esposito
expressed mild
wonder backstage about the outcome.
"I'm still a little surprised.
Not that they won," Bullock
said, referring to her co-stars,
• "but that I was pan of the group
that won."
"Crash" follows the lives of a
far-flung cast of characters over
a chaotic 36-hour period in Los
Angeles.
The guild's other film prizes
were more predictable. Philip
Seymour Hoffman took the bestactor prize for his role as author
Truman Capote in "Capote," and
Rachel Weisz earned the supporting-actress honor For the
murder thriller "The Constant
Gardener," in which she plays a
• rabble-rousing humanitarian-aid
v,,orker.
Hoffman said backstage that
awards are nice but pale next to
the thrill of landing those first
parts and simply putting in a
good day's work.
"It doesn't get any better than
when you get a job as an actor.
When that happens you think
that's like IT. You're more high
than you will ever be for the rest
of your life," said Hoffman, who
noted his head was in the clouds
when he landed a role in "Scent
of a Woman" at age 24. "I don't
think I've ever been more joyful
since that moment."
He and Weisz, who also won
Golden Globes for their roles,
have now established themselves as the actors to beat at this
year's Academy Awards. Oscar
• nominees will be announced
Tuesday, with the awards presented March 5.
"Brokeback Mountain" has
been considered the Oscar frontrunner. Its loss to "Crash" could
prove a speed-hump on the
film's path toward becoming the
first explicitly gay-themed
movie to win a test picture
Oscar, hut it has dominated earlier Hollywood honors, so it
likely remains the favorite.
Last year, "Sideways" won
SAG's ensemble prize, but
• "Million Dollar Baby" went on
. to take the best-picture Oscar.
•
Directed by Ang Lee, who
won the Directors Guild of
• America
honor
Saturday,
• "Brokeback Mountain" stars

AP

Cast members pose with the award for outstanding performance by a cast in a motion picture for their work in
"Crash. at the 12th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards
on Sunday in Los Angeles.
Heath Ledger and Jake
Gyllenhaal as sheep-herding
buddies whose summer of love
turns into a lifelong affair they
conceal from their wives.
"Brokeback
Mountain"
earned the Golden Globe for
best drama, but it was shut out at
the actors guild honors, where
Ledger, Gyllenhaal and co-star
Michelle Williams all had been
nominated.
At the Globes, Huffman
earned the best dramatic actress
trophy for "Transamerica," in
which she plays a man preparing
for sex-change surgery who
ends up on a road trip with the
son she never knew she had
fathered.
Witherspoon also won the
Golden Globe,for best actress in
a musical or comedy, for her
portrayal of Carter, the love of
country legend Johnny Cash's
life.
She and co-star Joaquin
Phoenix, who plays Cash, handled their own vocals in "Walk
the Line," though neither had
any background as singers.
"I wanted to be a country and
western singer when I was a little girl," said Witherspoon, who

convinced her parents to send
her to a singing camp when she
was 10. The camp's organizers
told her that whatever she did,
"please don't sing ever again."
"So it was really a little seed
they planted in my mind that this
was something I should never
do," she recalled.
When she first accepted the
role, she told director James
Mangold she would not sing.
Mangold later persuaded her,
and "this film became a great
way to conquer that fear,' she
added.
Though she lost the movie
prize, Huffman did win the guild
award for best-actress in a television comedy series for
"Desperate Housewives," the
role that earned her an Enuny
last year and lifted her to stardom after years of taking bit
parts in films and toiling in
failed TV shows. "Desperate
Housewives" also won the
ensemble prize for comedy
shows.
Huffman said her big year
hasn't translated into more acting offers, but she added she is
thankful to finally have steady
ork.
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RACER HOOPS

Show Me ... A Win

Lady Lakers have short
memory against
Hopkins County Central
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
On Saturday night, the Calloway County Lady Laker'. put
to rest the memory of Friday 's
ugly loss Si Marshall County
the only way they could —
by winning their next game.
The Lady Lakers (11-9) did
what they couldn•t do the previous night, jumping out to a
big early lead before sending
visiting Hopkins County Central home with a 53-36 loss
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The easy victory was a wel-

come sight for Calloway head
coach Scott Si.ills. who was
extremely unhappy with his
team's effort in its humbling
61-25 loss to the Lady Marshals on Friday.
"I think we've learned from
our mistakes." noted Styli's.
"All 1 wanted (Saturday I was
to see a better ellon from our
lids. and I think that's what
we got. They came out with
intensity and played like they
wanted to he here. And that's
1111 See CCHS Page 28
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half SatMurray State senior center Pearson Griffith goes up against SEMO's Waylon Francis in the first
on the
hold
a
kept
who
Racers,
the
for
points
13
with
urday in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Griffith finished
Redhawks.
the
over
win
OVC lead with a 76-69

Racers stave off sluggish first half,
beat Redhawks at Show Me Center
By MICHAEL DANN
RACEPF,
Sports Writer
'beast r.•
CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo. MURRAY ST.(13-5)
— To borrow a line from Witherspoon 7-9 0-0 14, Orr 4-8 2-2 11.
Julius Ceasar, Murray State Griffith 6-8 1-3 13, Pearson 7-9 1-1 17,
Hopkins 4-8 0-0 10, Holloway 1-5 0-0
came, they saw, they ... won. 3, McCoy 0-1 0-00. Jender 0-1 2-22.
And that Kennedy 0-0 0-0 0. Redding 2-6 0-0 5,
was about it Johnson 0-2 1-2 1 Totals 31-57 7-10
on a Saturday 76
SE MISSOURI (6-13)
afternoon at Thurriton 2-7 7-8 11. Francis 1-4 2-24,
the Show Me Willoughby 4-7 2-3 12, Paradoski 4-10
in 0-0 10. Booker 5-14 12-12 26. Jones 0Center
Guerner 1-1 0-0 2. White 0-1
front of 5,200 0 2-2 2,
2-42 Totals 17-44 27-31 69
in a game that !teatime — Murray Slate 35-33 3Point Goals — Murray St 7-18
was nationally televised (Pearson 2-4, 1-4cpkins 2-5. On 1-1,
1-4.
1-3.
Holioeay
Redding
on ESPN2, as Witherspoon 0-1( SE Missoun 8-17
Racers (Booker 4-9 Willoughby 2-3,
the
overcame a Paradoski 2-5) Fouled Out —
— Murray St 33
sluggish first Francis. Rebounds
(Gr(ffith 8). SE Missoun 25 (Francis 6).
half to beat Assists — Murray St. 13 (Orr 4), SE
the Redhawks Missoun 9 (Paradoski 4) Total Fouts
— Murray St 23. SE Missoun 22 A —
76-69.
5,285.
Sandwiched between taking on conference co-leader the mapped-out strategy.
Tennessee Tech and having to
"My job is to get these
play Samford, a team that guys tough enough to win those
seems to have the Racers' three-in-a-row in March. We're
number, SEMO could have pretty clear about our goals,"
proved to be a letdown of Cronin said of the Ohio Valsorts for Mick Cronin's ball ley Conference Tournament.
club.
"The kids tell me that what
However, the third-year
they want is to play in the
his
MSU head coach said that
NCAA Tournament, so my job
Racers have a plan and his
job is to help them stick to •See CRONIN Page 2B

SCOTT NANNEY Led9er A Times

Calloway County guard Beth Ross (10) fends off two
Hopkins County Central defenders while dishing off
to a teammate during the first half of Saturday's prep
girls' action at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Lady Lakers
defeated the Storm 53-36.

Rally Cats
Kentucky overcomes 18point defict to top Arkansas
LEXINGTON. Ky. tAP) —
After Kentucky rallied from IS
points down to heat Arkansas.
forward Sheray Thomas pondered whether it was the team's
hest comeback.
"It's the best right now
because it's the most recent."
Thomas said.
In this up-and-down Season
for the' Vitildcats, all of the
down'game and most of the
ups have had something in
common: a sluggish start.
Sunday's 78-76 victory'

76

69

might have been the most sluggish for Kentucky 04-6. 4-2
Southeastern Conference). After
Randolph Morris scored the first
two points. the Razorbacks 146. 3-4) took IS of the next
20 and a third SEC home loss
for Kentucky was looking
inevitable.
Morris' 19 points and a late
20-5 Kentucky run avoided
that, but coach Tubby Smith was
irritated about his team's continued trend of playing ixxxly
See MORRIS Page 28
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Trey Pearson led all Murray State scorers with 17
points. The senior guard was 7-of-9 from the field
and handed out three assists.

Redhawks 71, Lady Racers 52

Second-half woes strike again
on

Vim

Special to the Ledger
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — In the Lady Racers' first
meeting against Southeast Missouri this season on Jan. 7 in
Murray. the visiting Redhawks opened the second half on a
24-2 run and held off a late Murray State rally for the 7262 win.
Saturday night in Cape Girardeau. SEMO did it again,
opening the second half on a 15-2 run to distance themselves
from MSU in a 71-52 MSU loss in Ohio Valley Conference
women's action.
The loss put Murray State (6-12, 5-6 OVC) into a threeway tie for sixth with Morehead State, which lost at Eastern Illinois (8-4 OVC) 69-68. and Eastern Kentucky. which
was idle Saturday.
Southeast Missouri (12-6, 9-3 OVC) moved into a threeway tie for first place with Samford, which lost 60-59 in
overtime to Austin Peay (6-5 OVC). and Tennessee Tech.
which beat Tennessee State (0-11 OVC) 79-53.
In other OVC action. Jacksonville State (4-8 OVC) heat
Tennessee-Martin (3-8 OVC) 84-55.
•See LADY RACERS Page 28

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Murray State guard Shaleea Petty dribbles past the
defense of SEMO's Chytearra Kintchen In the first
half Saturday.

AP

Kentucky's Randolph Morris eyes a reverse dunk during the second half against Arkansas Sunday In Lexington
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Tiger emerges on top
::*.SAN DIEGO (AP) — For the longest time,
Ziger Woods was simply part of the crowd.
Little did he know when he knocked in an
8-foot putt for the only birdie on the 12th
hole at Torrey Pines that he was part of an
eight-way tie for the lead with time running
bp1 at the Buick Invitational.
0f the 12 players who had a share of the
lead at some point Sunday, all could have won.
Every shot mattered.
And when a Sunday filled with sunshine
and surprises finally ended, the only thing that
remotely resembled normalcy were some familiar images of Woods _ fist pounding one minute
when his birdie putt dropped to force a playoff, head bowed the next minute when Jose
Muria Olazabal missed a short putt to hand
him the trophy.
"For me to even have a chance to be in
tbe playoff. to win the title ... very lucky,"
Woods said.
His first victory in his 30s was a lot like
his last victory in his 20s.
Four months ago, Woods was in a playoff
with John Daly in the American Express Championship at Harding Park, the public course in
San Francisco, where Daly missed a 3-foot par
putt on the second playoff hole.
On a public course Woods has played since
he was 12, he was going through a mental rehearsal of how to hit his tee shot on the 17th at
Torrey Pines when Olazabal's 4-foot par putt
dipped below the cup and ran over the lip.

Bumpus
helps Lakers
beat
New Madrid

AP

Tiger Woods holds on as he hits a
knock down shot to the green on the
par three third hole during the final
round of the Buick Invitational Sunday.
Just as he did four months ago, Woods
closed his eyes and bowed his head.
"You don't ever take pleasure out seeing
your friends do that," Woods said. "I would
have felt fired up if I made the putt in the
playoff for birdie on 18 and ended it right
there, but not when a friend of mine misses
a short one."

II Cronin ...

Murray Ledger & Ii
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Insurance Agency

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
METROPOLIS, III. — Jeremi Bumpus scored a gamehigh
22
points
to
lead the Calloway County Lakers to
a 54 -10 triumph over
New Madrid
(Mo.) Central during
the City of
Metropolis
Bumpus
Shootout on
Saturday.
Calloway (13-6)led throughout, opening a 15-10 advantage by the end of the first
quarter before carrying a 2822 edge into the halftime break.
CCHS extended to a 39-32
lead after three periods of play
before closing out the 14-point
win with a 15-8 surge in the
final eight minutes.
Wes Adams followed Bumpus with nine points, while
T.J. Hargrove and Wes Perry
tossed in seven apiece. Josh
Streetman
had six, Eric
Berberich two and Chase Futrell
one to round out the scoring.
The Lakers hit 20 field goals,
including two 3-pointers, and
went l2-of-l8 from the free
throw line.
CCHS is scheduled to play
at Fulton County on Tuesday
night before hosting Murray
High on Friday at Jeffrey Gymnasi urn.

lowed suit with a 5-0 run to
extend the lead back out to
11 after a trey from Justin Orr,
a free throw by Griffith and a
OVC(Overall)
bucket by Shawn Witherspoon. School
10-2 (13-5)
Witherspoon's basket gave Mur- Murray St.
ray State a 71-60 lead with Samford
10-2(14-5)
2:26 to go. SEMO could get Tenn. Tech
9-4 (14-7)
no closer than seven points the E. Kentucky
7-4 (10-9)
rest of the way.
Jacksonville St
7-5 (9-9)
"That's what championship Tennessee St.
6-5 (7-10)
teams do," Garner said. "They
6-6 (11-10)
Austin Peay
responded. They responded
4-9 (7-12)
Tenn.
-Martin
when we cut it to five, and
4-9 (5-14)
they did so with big baskets. E. Illinois
SE
Missouri
St.
3-10
(6-13)
Give them credit."
1-11 (2-16)
With a nationally-televised Morehead St.
game on the Deuce, Cronin us regardless of who we play.
was well aware of the rivalry "There's a responsibility that
that comes with the two schools goes with being good. There's
and knew his ball club would a responsibility
that goes with
get a "spirited effort" from the
having success and being on
Redhawks.
a good team. We're not going
Garner, on the other hand, said to sneak
up on anyone anyif he had his druthers, he would
more, so I was glad to see
not have had this game on the
the way our guys responded." Staff Report
World Wide Leader in Sports.
Pearson led all Murray State Murray Ledger & Times
"It would have been a much
scorers with 17 points. The
The sixth grade girls' basbetter opportunity had it not
OVC Preseason Player of the ketball team at Calloway Counbeen a nationally-televised
Year had 15 points in the first ty Middle School recently
game," Garner said. "You don't
half on 6-of-8 shooting and defeated Ballard County 52think kids get fired up to play
finished 7-of-9 from the floor, 15.
on national television in the
including 2-of-4 from beyond
Karlee Wilson paced the
OVC?
"This is one time I wish we the arc and 1-of-1 from the Lady Lakers with 12 points,
while Lauren Benson tossed in
hadn't had a television game. line.
But I thought they played with The senior guard from nearby nine. Alyssa Cunningham had
great intensity. They had Tech South Fulton, Tenn., had three eight points and nine rebounds,
on Thursday and have Sam- assists and one steal in 31 Taylor Futrell also had eight
ford on Monday, so to be sand= minutes of work. He was joined points, while Abby Futrell
wiched in there in the middle, by four other Racers in dou- tossed in five. Neely Gallimore,
Allison Rogers, Sarah Jones,
I thought was a perfect place ble figures.
Ashleigh
Wolfe and Ricki Orr
accounted
Witherspoon
for
14
for us."
each had two points apiece.
Said Cronin: "I was especial' points, while Griffith dumped
Megan Pittenger, Cheyenne
ly proud of the way our guys in 13, including a team-high
Maddox and Ashley Gullickanswered the bell. Trey Pear- eight rebounds. Orr had 11
son each played for CCMS but
son was huge in the first half. points and Hopkins came off
did not score. The Lady LakObviously we were on the the bench for 10. Issiarr Reders shot 70 percent (16-of-23)
ding
finished
with
five
points,
ropes a little bit and needed
from the free throw line.
someone to step up and put while Tyler Holloway added
the ball in the basket. so I three. Keith Jenifer had two
thought Shawn Witherspoon did and Charles Johnson had one.
an excellent job for us in the Roy Booker scored a gamehigh 16 points for Southeast.
second half."
From Page 1B
After the weekend, MSU goes 'To our guys' credit, we dug
out
of the gate.
into tonight's matchup with ourselves out of a hole on the
"I didn't think we were
Samford tied atop the confer- road and did what we had to
do to get out of here with a going to have much of a chance
ence with the Bulldogs.
"Once again you've gat to be win," Cronin said. "That's the to get back in the game," Kenprepared for that," Cronin said. mark of a team that's near the tucky coach Tubby Smith said.
"When you're Murray State top of the conference and com- "I thought we showed a lot
and you're tied for first and peting for a championship. of grit, a lot of moxie and a
you're in a rivalry game, it's Sometimes it's not always going lot of heart to get back in it."
All of a sudden, the Wildgoing to be no different for to be pretty."
cats — who looked mortally
wounded earlier this month during a three-game losing streak
— are right in the thick of
the SEC race. They're tied with
Florida only a game behind
Tennessee in the Eastern DiviReady to serve you at our same location!
sion.
"Kentucky is starting to play
516 Main St. - Murray
at the level everyone thought
that they could play," Arkansas
coach Stan Heath said.
TO SEE OUR NEW SHOWROOM
It was the fourth-straight
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
270-753-0123
win for the Wildcats, and the
14-point halftime deficit was the
fourth-largest they'd overcome
TO ORDER OFFICE SUPPLIES CALL 800-227-4932
in the program's history.
Although the Kentucky playOR
ers said they were energized
by the comeback, they also
VISIT OUR WEB SITE
acknowledged some frustration
www.petter-business.com
with the poor shooting that has
plagued them at the start of
almost every game.
"We had to wake up," said
guard Ravi Moss. "We're too
Canon comfits& fAx
lackadaisical in the first half.
5ILLLiAst. COMMERCIAL LA.:)1
We had to win this game."
COMPLETE OFF If r
A Better Way to Do Business
Heath said he wanted the big& BUSINESS PI)
5110 Charter Oak Drive 'Paducah Ky 42001
ger Razorbacks to dominate
the inside game. but it was
270-443-8461 800-227-4932
Kentucky that won the rebound516 Main St. 'Murray 753-0123
ing battle 37-31 and scored 10
www.petter-business.corn
more points in the point.

From Page 1B

CONFERENCE
STANDINGS

is to eliminate all mistakes
from our plays and as a coach
demand a certain level of effort
and mental focus.
"We have to scome out ready
to play extremely hard every
night. therefore you're able to
win on nights when you don't
come out shooting the ball
well, like we did against Tennessee Tech the other night,"
Cronin added."The minute you
don't do that in March, you're
going home."
The Racers shot 50 percent from
the floor in the first half, but
watched as the Redhawks went
to the line 19 times, hitting
on every one of their free
throws. That kept SEMO in
the game. despite shooting 28
percent from the floor, hitting
on just 6-of-21 shots.
"SEMO coach Gary Garner was
only able to go eight-deep on
his bench after having to deal
with a number of injuries that
has taken its toll on his club.
The Redhawks hit 20 of their
first 21 free throws and finished shooting 87 percent from
the line, but were outscored
34-14 on points in the paint
by Murray State.
"We made some critical mistakes. but I can't fault our
kids' effort," Garner said. "We
had a really great effort today,
and Murray State is a good
basketball team. When you look
at all the players they have —
all the ingredients they have
(Pearson) Griffith has
improved so much. He's really a force in there. He's given
them something most teams in
our league don't have, that big
-strong guy inside that can score.
He was probably the biggest
difference in the game."
The Racers (13-5. 10-2 OVC)
nursed a 35-33 lead at halftime and extended that edge
to as many as 12 points in
the second half with 6:26 to
play after a jumper by Darnell Hopkins made the score
61-49.
The Redhawks (6-13, 3-10
OVC), cut to lead to five (6560) after a 3-pointer by Terrick Willoughby with 3:51
remaining, but the Racers fol-
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Pailonel Baobab's Association
East Division
W L Pct GB
22 20 524 _
New *Hwy
23 21 523
Philedelphis
18 26 409 5
Melon
14 28 333 8
New York
15 30 333 8 1.2
Toronto
Southeast Division
W L Pet GB
27 18 600 _
Miami
20 22 176 5 1/2
Washington
18 24 429 7 1/2
Orlando
11 31 262 14 1/2
Atlanta
11 34 244 16
Charlotte
Central Division
W L Pct GB
37 5 881 _
Detroit
25 17 595 12
Cleveland
23 20 .535 141/2
Milwaukee
21 21 .500 16
Indiana
Chicago
20 23 465 17 1r2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pet GB
34 10 773 _
Delay
34 10 .773 _
San Antonio
25 18.581 8 i12
Memphis
21 22 .488 12 1/2
New Orleans
15 28 .349 18 1/2
Houston
Northwest Division
W L Pet GS
25 21 .543 _
Denver
21 23 .477 3
Utah
20 22 .476 3
Minnesota
18 25 419 5 1/2
Seattle
15 27 357 8
Portland
Pacific Division
W L Pet 08
28 16 .636 _
Phoenix
25 18 .6101 1.2
LA Clippers
23 20 .535 4 1Q
LA Lakers
2023 4657.
Golden State
1/2
18 26 409 10
Sacramento

Saturday's Games
Washington 107. Charlotte 97
New Orleans 95. Memphis 86
Philadelphia 91. New Yolk 76
Chicago 111. Atlanta 99
San Antonio 102, Minnesota 88
Dallas 103, Utah 89
Seattle 113, New Jersey 104
LA Clippers 112. Denver 79
Golden State 98. Portland 83
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 113, Phoenix 106
Miami 101, Houston 95
Milwaukee 83, Boston 79
Philadelphia 89, Orlando 81
Detroit 102. L.A. Lakers 93
Toronto 124, Sacramento 123 OT

Monday's Games
New York at Atlanta. 6 p.m.
L A Clippers at Miami. 6130 p.m
Cleveland at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m
Houston at Memphis. 7 p.m.
Boston at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Milwaukee vs. Ninif Orleans at
Oklahoma City, 7 p.m
San Antonio at Utah, 8 p rn
Portland at Seattle 9 p.m
Tireadey's Game*
Indiana at Washington. 6 p.m.
Phoenix at Philadelphia. 6 p.m.
Detroit at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
L A Lakers at New York, 6:30 p.m.
Chicago at Dallas, 730 p.m.
Denver at Sacramento,9m

•CCHS

Calloway
sixth graders
beat Ballard
County

•Morris ...

Tityin falio
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From Page 1B
a good way to come back."
CCHS didn't waste any time
in dispatching the Storm, racing to a commanding 15-0
advantage in the first five minutes of play. The Lady Lakers
got points from Beth Ross,
Sam Butts. Chelsea Morris,
Kayla Cunningham and Rachel
Adams during the opening flurry that put Hopkins Central
behind the eight-ball.
The Storm (7-12) didn't dent
the scoreboard until Julia
Wooten's baseline jumper found
the bottom of the net with 2:47
left in the first quarter. Wooten
later answered an Adams layup
with a 3-pointer, but Megan
Starks followed with a triple
of her own as CCHS closed
the period with a 20-5 lead.
The Lady Lakers' advantage
would not dip below 14 the
rest of the night.
Karra Jones' long jumper
got Calloway started offensively in the second quarter. That
was followed by another long
jumper by Starks and back-toback buckets from Butts as the
Lady Lakers carried a 31-12
lead into the halftime break.
"One thing I challenged our
kids to do was to come out
and dictate how the game was
supposed to go, and I thought
we did that," Sivills explained,
"We're the type of team that
can give other teams matchup
problems, and I think we were
able to do that (Saturday)."
Calloway opened its biggest
lead of the evening in the early
minutes of the third quarter,

LADY LAKERS 53
Hopkins Central 36
Hopkins Central 05 07 14 10 — 3t
20 11 15 07 — 53
Calloway
Hopkins Central(7.12)— Wooten 11,
Hams 8. Crawley 7. Metcalfe 5
Ferguson 3. Ashby 1. Coakley 1
FG: 12-38 3-pokit FG: 5-15 (Wooten 3
Crawley. Ferguson) Fr! 7-17
Calloway (11-9) — Butts 10. Moms 10
Adams 9. Cunningham 8. Starks 8, Ross
6, Jones 2
FG: 24-46. 3-poMt FG: 4-12 (Butts 2
Starks 2). FT: 1-7.

as Morris began the secondhalf Scoring with a floater in
the lane and Adams knocked
down a short jumper to up the
Lady Laker margin to 35-12.
The Lady Lakers settled for
a 20-point (46-26) cushion
heading into the fourth quarter before closing out the victory.
Butts and Morris paced the
Calloway attack with 10 points
apiece, while Adams tossed in
nine and Cunningham and
Starks eight apiece. The Lady
Lakers hit 24-of-46 shots from
the floor on the night, including a 4-of-12 effort from 3
point range. CCHS, however.
was just 1-of-7 from the free
throw line.
Wooten led all scorers with
11 for Hopkins Central, which
hit just 12-of-38 attempts from
the field, including 5-of-15 from
behind the artThe Storm went
7-of-17 from the charity stripe
Calloway County was scheduled to play at Livingston Central tonight before hosting
crosstown rival Murray High
in a key Fourth District matchup
on Friday night.

MI Lady Racers.
From Page 1B
Murray State should hold
onto its status as the best freethrow-shooting team in the
nation (NCAA Division I) for
the fourth straight week, as the
Lady Racers shot 82.4 percent
(14-for-17)from the line against
the Redhawks.
Against SEMO. the Lady
Racers opened the game with
aggressive play, but committed 14 turnovers in the first
half. MSU held the Redhawks
to 34.5-percent shooting (10for-29) in the first period and
trailed by a scant 31-30 margin at halftime.
In the second half, Murray
State just couldn't find the basket, hitting on only one of its
first nine shots of the second
half and making eight of its
28 second-half attempts (28.6
percent).
MSU finished the game with
25 turnovers to SEMO's 19
and was out-rebounded by the
Redhawks 44-32, with a 2713 difference in the second
half.
"I told our players that the
key to the game was rebounding." said MSU head coach
Joi Felton.. "At halftime, we
were pretty pleased. We were
down by one, and we were
out-rebounding them ( 19-17),
and that's what keeps the game
close.
"I told our players that defensive rebounding would win us

games on the road, especially
against a quality team like
SEMO. We just didn't get it
done today. We didn't do a
good job of keeping SEMO
off the boards. We didn't play
as hard and aggressive, and
that was disappointing, coming off the win we had Thursday (against Tennessee Tech).
The Lady Racers were led
by junior forward Joi Scott.
who had 12 points on 5-for-7
shooting from the field and eight
rebounds, both team-highs.
Junior guard/forward Gerraca
Matthews added 10 points, hitting all four of her free-throw
attempts.
TOOAY'S WIMP POMO!,UYr

Lindy Suitor
Meilen Warty InkanceApanCy
to wvo on your Ma twoncti
ccwilacta kway
MIS litele it.• 753-91142

TV, radio
TODAY
EXTREME SPORTS
e p.m.
ESPN — Winter X Games at Asper
Cob
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Louisville at Villanova
p.m.
ESPN2 — Texas Tech at Kansas
11 p.m.
ESPN2 — Hawaii at Utah St
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
OLN — Philadelphia at N V Rangers
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Baylor at LSU

Spons

11urrko ledger &
Thom

lklundav. Januar$ 30. 2tI0ti • kft

Super Bowl XL

No sea of blue for Seahawks
DETROIT (AP) — The
Seahawks were fortunate to
am s e in Detroit one day ahead
(a the Steelers. It gave themn
an extra few hours to get
used to seeing so much black
and gold in the Super Bowl
city.
Even though the Lions'
home jersey is a shade of
blue close to what the Seahawks wear, the color of
choice this week alrea(1
appears to have a Pittsbut.,
hue. At the airport, in ii
shopping malls, in Greektovk
_ wherever _ the only nonLions NFL apparel seems to
sport the names Bettis and
Roethlisberger.
The Seahawks did get some
feel for home Sunday at the
suburban Dearborn
hotel
where they are staying. A
12th man flag flew above the
hotel, and a dozen or so fans
gathered in the lobby, all of
them dressed in Seattle garb.
Team owner Paul Allen
also brought along one of the
flags, symbolizing the encouragement of the Seahawks'
supporters, on the plane ride
east.
"It was nice to see that,"
defensive end Bryce Fisher
said Sunday night. "Our fans
have been with us the whole
time. When we were playing
Dallas and New York and all
the media people were saying we were going to lose,
the fans stuck by us and
believed in us.Still. the Seahawks' greeting party was far smaller than
the number of people wear-

AP
Seattle Seahawks head coach Mike Holmgren speaks during a news conference at the team hotel Sunday in Dearborn, Mich. The Seahawks play the
Pittsburgh Steelers in Super Bowl XL Sunday, Feb. 5. in Detroit.
mg Steelers jerseys on the
streets of downtown Detroit
on Sunday _ a full week
before the Super Bowl.
That doesn't bother league
MVP Shaun Alexander, whose
best friend doesn't root for
the Seahawks. He roots for,
you guessed it, the Steelers.
"He is definitely coming."
Alexander said. "He'll be
there, probably wearing a
Pittsburgh jersey, but that's
OK.
"He asked me for 10 tickets. I said. 'Why do I want

to give you 10 tickets and
you'll bring all Steelers fans'?"
Alexander's buddy won't
be alone. It takes just a bit
longer to drive from Pittsburgh to Detroit as it does
to fly from Seattle, and at
considerably lower prices. the
rising price of fuel notwithstanding.
Considering that the Steelers (14-5) have won three
straight road games in the
playoffs, in such difficult venues as Cincinnati. Indianapolis and Denver. any son of

home-field edge in the Super
Bowl might not matter. Coach
Bill Cowher has furthered that
mind-set by insisting his AFC
champions will wear white
next Sunday.
But Cowher surely knows
Motown will resemble Steeltown by next weekend when
Steelers fans arrive in droves.
The last time Pittsburgh made
the Super Bowl, 10 years ago,
the Phoenix area was loaded
with Pittsburgh supporters.
And that was against Dallas
— you know, America's Team.

Piazza signs with Padres

DRY EYES?
'Sensitive, burning, red eyes?
'Contacts too dry?
New procedure relieves dryness
without drops or medicine and is
covered by most health insurance.
or keasn M Adams
004. cf,shfra- 4.7Leap,- ("atr
For rilfifia,qtArowt of- Feee 74,irsersraGeom

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • Murray

r.........

SAN DIEGO (AP) — All-Star catcher Mike Piazza agreed
Sunday to a $2 million, one-year contract with the San Diego
Padres, giving the defending NL West champions a marquee
player they think can still contribute.
Piazza. 37. had been interested in signing a free-agent deal
with an AL team to become a designated hitter. Instead, he'll
stay in the NL and return to the West Coast for the first time
since the Los Angeles Dodgers traded him to Florida in 1998.
The I2-time All-Star holds the major league record for most
career home runs by a catcher (374). He has 397 homers.
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Getting Started With Internet and E-mail
for Senior Citizens
Computers
Two Thursdays.
Three Tuesdays.
May 4 and 11
Feb 21. 28 and March 7
4-5:30 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
Introduction to
Computers for Senior Citizens
Microsoft Word
Three Thursdays,
13. 20 a,
April 13, 20 and 27
27. 6-8 p.m.or Three Monda,,
4-5:30 p.m.
Apr' 17 7'1
•

Introduction to
Windows XP
,.eisdays.
April 11. 18 and 25
6-8 p.m.
Introduction to
Microsoft Excel

We offer health
coverage for:

Three Thursdays. Feb 16. 23 and
Mardi 2,6-8 p.m. or Three Thursdays.
20. 27 and Ma 4, 6-8 .m.

Self Employed • Students
• Early Retirees Leaving a Group Plan
• Ending COBRA Dependent Only Coverage
• Senior Health Plans Economy and HSA
Plans Now Available

Introduction to
Introduction to
Microsoft
PowerPoint
PhotoShop Elements
Two
Thursdays
Three Mondays, March 6, 13
March 9 and 16
and 20, 6-8 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
Introduction to
Sign Language
Sign Language
for Beginners
Microsoft Publisher
for Beginners II
Three Mondays.
Three Wednesdays,
Three Mondays,
I‘ April 12, 19 and 26
Feb 27. March 6 and 1March 27, April 3 and 10.
6-8 p.m
6-8 ..m.
6-8 ..m.
Basic Conversational
Conversational Japanese Conversational Japanese
Spanish
ction 1
Section 2
Three ,.t
inurs
Section 2: 10 Tuesdays, Fel.: ..ö.
)i) r.days Feb 27 V
March 7. 14, 21, 28, April 11, 18. April 11. 13. 18. 20. 25 27
13 20 27 Apr010 17 24
25. May 2 and 9. 6-7 p.m.
and 8 6-7 pm
6-8 m
Grant Proposal Writing
Beginning Line Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Mondays, April 10, 17,
Five
Workshop
Five Thursdays. April
24, May 1 and 8.
One Friday
13. 20. 27. May 4 and
p.m.
a.m.-4
7:30-9 p.m.
April 14, 9
11: 7:30-9 p.m

For a FREE quote call...

Mike Lynch
Toll Free 800-681-9387
Serving Kentucky For Over 18 Years
or apply online at www.michael.lynchPanthem.com

ACT Prep Workshop

Anthem

Feb 4. April 1 or June 3.
9 a m -Noon in Murray_

Songwriting Made Easy Calligraphy for Beginners tube". Judge Certification
Four Tuesdays. Jan. 24, 31,
Two Tuesdays.
One Saturday.
Feb 7 and 14, 6-8 p.m. or
March 21 and 28
June 3
Four Thursdays. April 13, 20,
6:30-8:30
p.m
times
to
be announced
27 and May 4, 6-8 p.m.

INDIVIDUAL

270-762-3659; 1-800-669-7654 Ext. 3659
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rivalry v.as all hut assured ot
moving to the top spot when
The Associated Press poll is
released Monday.
"I've been doing it 31 years,
this is nice,- said Hatchell.
who led the Tar Heels to the
NCAA championship in 1994.
"I'd like to have it the last
game of the season. It happened to me one time before.
and there's nothing sweeter
than that."
It would he the first time
North Carolina has been No.
and denying Duke (20-1. 71 Atlantic Coast Conference i the
same honor likely will feel just
as good. The Tar Heels (20-0.
740 continued the best start
in school histor with their
fourth straight v iciors over the
Blue Devils.
The rematch curries Feb. 25

ige I-Y

Introduction to
Microsoft Access
Three Mondays. March 27
April 3 and 10. 6-8 p.m.

has louses ler ley Paige(buy) Piano Lessons for Busy People
(Intermediate)
One Saturday
One Saturday
May 20
May 20, 1:30-4:30 p.m
9.30 a m -12.30 p.m

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) -Now the fun starts for North
Carolina, the last remaining
unbeaten team in Division 1.
"We know that we can't let
down in any way, shape or
form." coach Sylvia Hatchell
said. "You've got that big zero
on YOU.
Not to mention No. I.
Erlana Larkins had 17 ot
her season-high 23 points in
the second half, Ivory Latta
added 17 points and a steadying influence ckovn the stretch
and the third-ranked Tar Heels
rallied to beat No. 2 Duke 7470 Sunday night.
Since the Blue Devils
knocked off No. I Tennessee
earlier in the week _ and the
Lady Vols lost again a few
days later _ the winner in the
renewal of this Tobacco Road

Need
Affordable
Health
, Coverage?

Murray

c)/

Tar Heels deny Duke
in battle of unbeatens

IMO

)
Ai

North Carolina's Ivory Latta drives to the basket
against Duke's Monique Currie. left, and Abby Waner
during the second half of Sunday's game in Durham
N.C. The Tar Heels won 74-70.
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nthem Blue k, ross and Blue Shield ,
1 the trade name of Anthem Health Mans iit kentucki
An independent licenwe ot the Blue (. ross and Blue Shield Association
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lookIngBack
10 years ago
Published IS a picture of East
Calloway Elementary Student
Heydi Perry showing her excitement as she helps tally the pennies with Bnttney Oliver and
Kelsey Polk as part of an Angel
Fund Project for Calloway County Family Resource Center. The
five primary classes have collecteji 11.152 pennies since December. The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Murray State University Racers won 71-64 and Lady Racers
Lost 65-63 in basketball games
with Austin Peay Governors at
Clarksville, Tenn. High team scorers for Murray were Marcus Brown
and Stephanie Minor.
Births reported include a boy
to Scott and Stephanie Barrow,
Dec. 15.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Z.C.
Enix of Murray receiving an award
for service as vice chairman of
the Tennnessee-Tombigee Waterway Development Authority from
Administrator Don Walden at a
meeting of the Purchase District's
Economic Development Task
Force held at Mayfield. The photo
was by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Richard and Kelly Young, a
boy to Charles and Dana Bazzell,
a boy to Robert and Melody
Myrand and a girl to Ricky and
Lisa Spann, Jan. 24; a boy to
Wesley and Mary Keen and a
girl to Jimmy and Patricia
Edwards. Jan. 25; a girl to Dale
and Janet Arnold, Jan. 26.
30 years ago
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
has awarded $15,167 in grants
for two criminal justice projects

in Calloway County.
Richard Smotherman, 13-yearold son of Mr and Mrs. Max
Stnotherman, was named as first
place winner of the Purchase Area
4-H and FFA Dark Fired Tobacco Show.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 39-26 over Calloway
Lady Lakers in a basketball game
at Calloway. High team scorers
were Tammy Boone for Tigers
and Marilyn McKenzie for Lakers.
40 years ago
The thermometer hovered at
seven above zero at 6 a.m. on
Jan. 29 dropping through the night
from 19 degrees at 5 p.m. Jan.
28. Another two inches of snow
fell adding to the four or five
inches which fell early last week.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 58-48 to Benton Indians in
a basketball game. High team
scorers were Steve Doran for Murray and Terry Powell for Benton.
Published as a special segment
to The Ledger & Times was about
the opening of the new Woodmen of the World building at
Third and Maple Streets, Murray.
50 years ago
Burl St. Clair, president of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau, was speaker at the annual meeting of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau
held Jan. 28 at the Calloway
County Courthouse circuit court
room. B.W. Edmonds,county president, presided.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 61-53 over Eastern State College Maroons in a
basketball game at Murray. Dick
Kinder was high scorer for Murray with 24 points.
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The jury is out
on Tamiflu

Woman looking for Mr. Right
may be using wrong criteria

DEAR READERS: A suc- downsizing, necessity -- or
cessful, single career woman maybe some of us really like
wrote me recently wondering our jobs.
You were right to advise
if she should "curtail (her) professional success, financial her not to step down the ladwherewithal and IQ" in order der in the corporate world.
to land a With her superior attitude, she'd
husband. never make it "down here at
She asked, the bottom." -- ADMINISTRAon behalf of TIVE ASSISTANT WITH AN
MBA
herself and
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 30her unmarried friends, something male in the same
"how to find situation. I remember a fortrue happi- mer psychology professor givness while ing us a lecture that addressed
Dear Abby being true to this issue. He said people are
themselves." often lonely not because nobody
Fascinating loves them, but because they
By Abigail
mail from don't love or recognize the
Van Buren
readers ones who DO. He gave an
example of a woman who compoured in. Read on:
plained that she was lonely
DEAR ABBY: This is MY
reaction to that woman's com- and without prospects. Her
mentor said, "What about Jim,
ment about taking a job as an
"administrator" so that she the checker at the grocery store?
won't appear to be so smart. He wants to date you." She
I assume by "administrator" dismissed it with, "... but he
she means the administrative works in a grocery store."
I'm a college-educated proassistant positions that are vital
to the smooth running of almost fessional, also unattached and
every business and organiza- sometimes lonely. I sometimes
remember the nice women who
tion.
Perhaps her elitist attitude might have been interested in
is what's causing her to be me years ago, but whom I
single, and not her job or didn't consider because "she
was just a waitress," "wasn't
financial status. Please inform
"Miss Thing" that not only are a college graduate," "was
most successful assistants high- divorced," etc. I would urge
ly intelligent, but many of us the writer and her friends to
know something she doesn't - ask themselves if they truly
- how to deal with people! Some are without prospects. -of us went to college just like GEOFF IN MILWAUKEE
DEAR ABBY: I'll bet you
she did, but ended up in adminthrough $50 those women all go out
positions
istrative
in a crowd. There is nothing
more intimidating than trying
to ask for a date when the
were killed when their seven-perI was beheaded.
By The Associated Press
woman is at a table full of
In 1933, Adolf Hitler became son pyramid collapsed during a
Today is Monday, Jan. 30, the
her girlfriends.
performance in Detroit.
30th day of 2006. There are 335 chancellor of Germany.
Smart women, if they are
In 1964, the United States
In 1933, the first episode of
days left in the year.
truly smart, understand that they
unmanned
an
6,
Ranger
launched
program
radio
Ranger"
"Lone
the
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
need to make themselves acces
was broadcast on station Vr'XYZ spacecraft carrying television camOn Jan. 30, 1968. during the
J.S., DANVILLE,
sible!
the
on
crash-land
to
was
that
eras
Vietnam War. the let Offensive in Detroit.
OHIO
In 1948, Indian political and moon.
began as Communist forces
DEAR ABBY: Successful
In 1972, 13 Roman Catholic
launched surprise attacks against spiritual leader Mahatma Gandhi
single women with high IQs
South Vietnamese provincial cap- was murdered by a Hindu extrem- civil rights marchers were shot to
death by British soldiers in Northist.
might scrutinize their criteria
itals.
In 1962, two members of "The ern Ireland on what became known
On this date:
for "Mr. Right." Must he have
In 1649, England's King Charles Flying Wallendas" high-wire act as "Bloody Sunday."
a "certain income," perfect
looks, the right connections?
ES IL ILI ESCD
ES A ES
Can he have children, a limp,
a bald head, be poorer than
ogIS OF BAINES PAVE
she is? Are they' looking for
iN SPECIAL TE-opy sf_bg cog
love without judgment, as they
A DOLL oa A 64..AWIC,
would wish to be evaluated?
1PlAtsTS
Regardless of their achieved
status, they must realize that
what's on the inside means
more.
Life isn't "Sex and the City"
or any other media-produced
60-minute "life." You can't put
yourself on your own pedestal.
I found love -- twice -- with
"country boys" who ended up
ES I_ CIINA COIEC)
having more smarts and givme more love than I ever
ing
Bumatead—
TO
BYi41S1
START
(I TOLD
.11.4.11.,15 NEEDS TO BE l.
for.
hoped
PHILBL18TER
THAT
GET
E—MAIL
KS
DOWN
TONING
NICER TO HIS EJAPLOYEES
CONTRACT FINISHED...OR ELSE!'
If those women stop lookCordially yours, 3.C. Dithers
ing, love will find them. -BETSY IN PLANO, TEXAS
i
READERS: More on this
subject tomorrow.

Todaylnilistory

DEAR Dit. GOTT': What is
your opinion about purchasing
Tamiflu to use if the avian flu
reaches the United States?
DEAR
READER: I
advise
against this
practice for
several reasons. First,
there is no
convincing
evidence that
avian flu will
the
strike
Dr. Gott
United
at
States,
By
this
least
Dr. Peter Gott year; therepurfore
chasing Tamiflu "just in case"
seems to be an unnecessary precaution.
Second, at $60 per treatment,
the product is not cheap. I do
not know whether it will, if purchased this season and not used,
be suitable for next season. That
is a decision best left to the epidemiologists from various countries who are studying this problem. They have yet to publish an
opinion.
Third, there is a serious question about what constitutes effective therapy. Despite an article
endorsing Tamiflu (Science, Aug.
5, 2005, p. 870), another report
(in Internal Medicine Alert, Nov.
15, 2005, p.1) takes a more conservative stance. As of the date I
am writing this column, only three
patients with avian flu have experienced improvement after receiving Tamiflu.
I advise against purchasing
Tamiflu until appropriate authorities have recommended using the
medication. As further information becomes available, I will
update my readers.
I'd like to discuss another issue

•••••

that was addressed in Pharmacology Watch, November 2005, p.
I . Apparently, "countries worldwide are stocking the drug, which
has resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars in sales for the
company. But, now Roche is facing pressure from the worldwide
community to allow generic production of Tamiflu." So there are
business and political issues regarding the availability of nongeneric
or generic Tamiflu, especially in
the Third World. Before committing my patients to the false security of an unknown genenc drug
manufactured. say, in India (as
the above article states), I would
prefer to hear recommendations
from responsible experts.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Every time
I eat fruit or drink fruit juice, I
get an inflamed red tongue with
blisters on the edges. Do I have
to quit eating tomatoes, strawberries, peaches and the like? Am I
lacking something in my system?
DEAR READER: Being a relatively delicate organ, the tongue
is easily irritated and inflamed.
Irritants include astringent mouthwashes, tobacco products, ill-fitting dentures, spicy foods and
sometimes the acid in certain fruits
and vegetables.
Your tongue might bother you
because some foods aggravate a
low-grade irritation associated with
one or more of the factors I mentioned. Or you might have a chronic, underlying viral infection in
your mouth.
See your dentist. He or she
should be able to discover the
cause of your problem.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report "Allergies."

Copyright 2006, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.

Controctilridge
The contract seems impossible to
West dealer.
make, since declarer has a diamond
Neither side vulnerable.
loser and a long string of clubs to
NORTH
take care of True, declarer's last club
•Q 9 4
can be established by !lifting three
V A .1 9 8 5
clubs in dummy, but one ruff must be
•Q 8 7 6 5
with dummy's queen, which would
*—
establish a trump trick for the
EAST
WEST
defense.
•.1 7 3
+105
Despite these hazards, Stone
•K 10 6
IIPQ 4 3 2
made the slam by timing his plays
•K J 2
•10 4 3
perfectly and finding a way to avoid
4K Q 4 3
4.1 10 7 5
the diamond loser. He trumped the
SOUTH
club lead in dummy and cashed the
•AK 862
ace of hearts. He then ruffed a heart.
7
ruffed a club and cashed the spade
4A9
queen before rutting another heart
•A 9 8 6 2
After playing the A-K of trumps.
The bidding:
his remaining cards were the A-9 of
South
North East
West
diamonds and A-9-8 of clubs, while
Dble
1•
Pass
Pass
East's holding was the K-1-2 of dia2•
Pass
2•
Pass
monds and K-Q of clubs. Stone then
3*
Pass
3 ollf
Pass
led the A-8 of clubs. forcing East to
6•
Pass
4•
Pass
win and return a diamond to
Opening lead --jack of clubs.
If you're a good bridge player dummy's queen, and the slam was
and are lucky besides, the combina- home.
Note that if East had been smart
tion might make you well nigh invinenough to drop his K-Q on the early
cible.
For an example of what these two club plays, he would have as erted
ingredients. properly mixed, can pro- the endplay and defeated the conduce, we have this deal from the tract. That, plus the favorable distri1956 Masters Pair championship, bution of the opposing cards, was
won by Alvin Roth and Tobias where the luck element cam:: in, but
Stone. Stone wound up in six spades it still took a substantial degree of
after the somewhat optimistic skill to take advantage of the situation.
sequence of bids shown.
Tomorrow: The aim of the game is to win
C2006 King Fcalwrssymt.wm,

Crosswords
ACROSS
IF C:1 Ft ES E-1-"T"E Ft or N/V Co FtS1E00

GAIN.FtlFueLcoc)
MY LIFE ISN'T
TORNINCT OUT LIKE
I PLANNED

PEA1UTSCD1110

NO. MA'AM .. I

WASN'T
VOLUNTEERING...

1 Hemingway
nickname
5 Fashion
magazine
9 Jungfrau or
Eiger
12 Curved molding
13 Ensure failure
14 Wheel part
15 Active sort
16 Hang open
17 Sounds
of hesitation
18 Adorned
20 Label
22 Polynesian
plants
23 Snake River
loc
24 White-sale buy
27 Baseball assn
28 Didn't give way
32 Great Lakes
cargo
33 Blew it
36 Wine in France
37 Entrance

39 Apiece
40 One-celled
swimmer

42 Ad — committee
44 Wallach or Lilly
45 Deep-six
47 Banished
50 Web site
51 Batman's attire
53 That's —
55 Cost
56 Waugh or
Baldwin
57 Sfighly-used car
58 Rubber-stamps
59 Country addrs
60 Actor
— Montand
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Bean hull
Psyched up
Gaze
Fill with fizz
Tnms
Put on cargo
Prune off
Correction

e
Answer to Previous Puzzle
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MMU 000011 UMM
Home Delivery
MEIMUO0 MMMO
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MMO MOOOCIO
MOON MMEIN
I
ODOM 0110 MUM
MEMO MMOM M NY
Local Mall
MOOM MUM M A ' N
;on... Graver. a Manhail
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1-30 C 2006 Unrted Feature Syndicate
9 Beg pardon!
10 Entice
11 ,Lain'charnel
'
19 Movie theater
21 Contented
murmur

1111=111 Mandl it° ill
1111111111111 11111111111111
MINI MEM
111111111151•11
MI MIMI
1111114111111
ME MIEN Mil
MEM
1111•11111
OM MIN
MUM 11111111111111111
MIMI Mill= MEM
s.AM. AIM=
ill= MINI Min

Inc

23 Seine moorage
24 Journal
25 Novelist
— Levin
26 Ensnare
27 Hunter's org
29 Curie daughter
30 Freedom
31 Genetic
material
34 VCR button
35 Surrealist
painter
38 Inquiring
sounds
41 Milord's
spouse
43 Golden
statuette
44 Board rnems
45 Long hike
46 Flarnenco
shouts
47 Dueler's sword
48 Togo map into
49 Pocket jingler
50 strange
vng
key
52
54 Dawn goddess

3ow
6 me.
1

*

$53.00

Rest of KY/TN
d'arner.biabsose PIM I
3
aw..—.—.—$1113.00
1 yr.
Other Mail
Subscriptions
3on .--.—.....371.50
I yr.
Check
Visa

Mon.'), Order
M/C

Name
St. Address
City
State
Zip_
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (9701 7331915
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EXPERIENCED part
time floral designer.
Apply at Napes Gritz,
112 E Washington Si,
Pans, TN
-Harlan)
afir

housekeeping Murray

,P4c6t, a efiezialVa4drei•re

Pictures — $12 ea.

Per

(no more than two per picture
and no more than 15 words)
S8 for each additional spot

,:reae,

liappybalenline's bay

6

Loveline — $10 ea.
(no more than 25 words)

c to
and
to
ub
tree
(be
mid
he

Deadline for receipt of
photos 8 love lines
is Wed. Feb. 8th
at 5:00 p.m.

ne
ys
oid
the
the
wt.
lade

(270) 753-1916

I love you John!
- Emily
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www.murrayledger.com
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

INVITATION TO BID

I
,
• g

*

ES
_

In accordance with KRS 424.260, the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office will accept sealed bid proposals for the purchase and
installation of a new repeater and five-site receiver voting system on the UHF 1460.325 MHz) band including a new secondary Multi-Cast frequency transmitter. The system is to be conventional analog with CTCSS/DCS tone access and be able to
transmit clear voice data from a four watt hand held portable
radio with a coverage of at least ninety-five percent of Calloway
County. The installation must be in compliance with the equipment manufacturer's installation recommendations using existing towers.
All bid proposals should be delivered to the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office at 304 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 and
should be clearly marked "SEALED BID" on the outside of the
envelope. Sealed bid proposals will be accepted until 2:00 p.m..
prevailing local time, February 15th, 2006, at which time said
proposals will be opened.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid proposal or reject any or all bid proposals, to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.
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Larry W. Roberts
Calloway County Sheriff
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753-1752

Brown/white
LOST
Collie mix, 35 lb wearng camouflage collar
with rabies tag and vet
# Reward. 978-0358.
753-1273

Call us we well be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger A Times
270-753-1916

LOST Black, White Si
Tan male Bassett 5
years old, last seen on
hwy 1346 near Moms
rd Wearing collar and
tag Reward 436-6255

Hiring daytime
cook and servers
Apply in person
Mon.-Fri. at 616 N
12th Street. Murra
No phone calls

MEDICAL office secretanal position, part to
full time. Excellent pay
and working conditions. Must be able to
type and have basic
computer skills Send
typed resume to PO
Box 1040-C. Murray,
Iisten1
KY
NOW accepting appitacations Express Tan of
Murray for sates associates Must have flexible hours Send or fax
1055
to
resume
Mineral Wells Ave .
Pans, TN 38242 Fax
i7311644-9101 or apply
in person
NOW htnng carpet
installers to work with
our crews. Apply at Joe
Smith Carpet Must
have expenence in
laying all types of
fioonng. Hwy 641 North
753-6660
OTR DRIVERS NEEDCOMPETITIVE
ED
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
COL WITH MINIMUM 2
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE CLEAN MVR
(800468-6067
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-1pm only' 1800-578-8799
TAKING applications
for all positions. Day
8 night. Apply In person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th, Murray. No
phone calls.

Must be experienced in Quick Books.
Must have good communication skills
and must have good computer knowledge. Applicants must have reliable
transportation, and be professional in
dealing with the public. We offer opportunities for advancement, excellent
benefits, including paid training, 401
(K), medical, dental and vision insurance, paid holidays and sick leave.
Please apply in person to Community
Alternatives at 102 CAKY Drive,
Benton, Ky. 42025.

Professional Sales Position

1111, IS SN MAI

FOUND Adult female
Bassett Hound, Black.
Brown & White, black
nylon collar, no tags
Found in front of
Allison's Photography,
4th 8 Sycamore
(270) 293-4034

CEMETERY/PRENEED funeral sales
person wanted Brand
new program! $40Kpotential
5100K
Immediate openings'
E-mail your name and
phone # to
murraycemetery
yahoo com

FULL-TIME position
available for LPN,
Medical
CMA, or
Assistant with clinical
experience in a fast
paced family practice
Monday.
setting.
Thursday with occaSaturdays
sional
package
Benefits
Apply by resume only
to'
Richard H. Crouch,
M.D.
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

R
1 I,

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

IlabpiviDg

Does Your Pole, Pay 1004 of
the Deducttblest

Limousines &

A nurse or nurse's aid
to help with elderly couple General housekeeping and medical
desired
assistance
Extremely flexible time
schedule 759-1623
AVON help needed
Only $10 to start your
own Avon business
1-877-420-6567

Sal
Munn KY OM
M7d7U4S111

FULL time Custodian
needed Good working
conditions. insurance
401k available. Send
resume to Po Box
1040-B Murray. KY
42071

0a illetw‘e &

au, 7;e4f., Id 71t

maof

31

132S

We need a strong self-starter for direct sales
,'ob. Must he disciplined and driven to
succeed financially All leads provided for
this contract sales position providing average
first year ilicome of S60K+.
Compensation includes base salary,
commissions, plus bonuses for excellent
performance. Computer literacy required.

c-Mail resumes to:
tqgpersonnel yahoo corn

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
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You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pas $912 on Part A. $110 Of
Part H (all me for more information
FRU HELP Os CLAIM FILM FOR NY WENT'S

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

WWaste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

ati,

1400'5854033

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willougtdhl
Prt-Artangortnit Sre

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.
het up Pre-Thana Irui,t

PLACE YOUR
AD HERE!
for as little

$12.00

.1-2411
2-0-'1

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray 10 42111

•

as

Call PH Stephens

per week.

or folie Brown at

2x2

753-1916

(13 week contract)

and place your ad today!

Moms knifings

Hob Waned
WRMNG
Coordinator/Lecturer,
Community College
Murray State
University Full-time
nine-month nontenure track position to
begin August 2006
Qualifications:
Master's degree in
English. English
Education, or Creative
Wnting required. At
least one semester of
teaching expenence in
English composition
required Experience
in post-secondary
developmental English
instruction preferred
Administrative expenence preferred
Responsibilities:
Teach a maximum of
twenty-four contact
hours in developmental English per year
Administrative duties
include course design
and evaluation, oversight of tutors, peer
tutonng lab design and
supervision, class
scheduling. adiunct
and graduate assistant
staff onentabon and
supervision. student
placement, university
service as appropriate.
and professional
development
Application Deadline:
February 24, 2006 To
Apply: Send letter of
appItcation. resume,
and phone numbers of
three references to
Writing
Coordinator-lecturer
Search, Community
College. Murray State
University. 101 Lowry
Center. Murray, KY
42071 Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an
equal education arid
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H 759-9553
HOME cleaning services 435-4667
SEEKING babysitter.
afternoon shift in my
home for 2 and 1 year
IA-F
children
old
References a must
492-8455

The Place to
Start

Mutrai
,•

•

BUSINESS for Sale
gym & fitness center
with all equipment Call
7'53-8887 or 759-9974
120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service repairs
759.3556
Winne Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th
Murray
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges
gas heaters air condibaseboard
tioners
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

2 tickets to see Bon
Jovi in Nashville Feb
14th Section 119 at
Gaylord $200 for both
lactualwam
cost) 759
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
MEAL WORMS 1000
$12 post paid Peas
Worm Farm. 4600 Irvin
Cobb Road. Murray.
KY. 270-436-2189
SUN TANA
Wolffsystem 24-bulb
tanning bed- $600
Tanning Canopy5250 Call 293-4669 or
489-2886
Antique
TOOTER'S
Malt Hazel KY Twin
beds desk unique
affordable home decor
behind
Located
Charlie's
270-492-6111
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w,
dress
sleeves, size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after SPM.

edoillncos
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward Elkins
,

1

1,1

ANTIQUE bed, rounded lootboarcl, $350, 2
maple bedside tables.
550 753-4758
King size bed light oak
w mirrored headboard)
iv end armoires $350
Large recliner brown
condition
excellent
5150 753-9503

CHARLIE S Antique
Mall, Hazel KY Booth
space and showcase
rentals now available
Special move in rates
this month
270-492-8175

FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368
Musical
PIANO Lessons
Jazz
*Classical
*Gospel
436-6054

2-0
Made Homes For Sate
2006 CLOSE OUTS
and
Sfnglewides
Doubleivides - Buy
save
and
today
$1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK Cali today
at 7314424438
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths/ Both priced in
the 550's Call
'
731-642-6438 today,
3BR
REDUCED,
mobile home and lot.
$13.500 753-6012

28R $195 753-6012
NICE 28R No pets.
753-9866
NICE trailer on private
lot 7-1/2 miles east of
Murray Lonzy Beane
residence 436-2582

LOTS for rent
753-9666

w

ow Lots For SO

COMPLETELY set up
12 acre $10500
753-6012

2.822 sio h office o
retail 1306 N 12th
753-24305 or 293-1480

ro

'Check us out
n the Web!

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need New Used
and Repo s - Cat today
at 731-4424447.
14X70 Fleetwood 2BR
2 bath front porch
ats For And
back deck. carport, and
storage building on
I BR. 1 Bath in
acre lot 753-7823
Heights
University
1993
28A
2BR
low utilities freshClayton Stove, dishly painted, no lease
washer micro, some $32S/rno
steps.
front
furniture.
(270)556-8021
and rear deck Can
1 BR 1 year old no
492-8192
pets $300
2
Bedroom
3
28X70
deposit (205)361-4763
Bath with glamour bath (334)419-6066
huge . ktIchen
I BR furnished or
522.9991
unfurnished low utili731-584-9430
ties no pets $225 me
3
armed!!
JUST
753-3949
Bath
2
Bedroom
I OR 2br acts haat
only
vinyl/shingle
Murray
downtown
S14.99911
starting at $200/mo
731-584-9429
753-4109
JUST l 4 Bedroom 2
I. 2, 3 spOli. 7153-125/
Bath. payments as low
or 753-0906
as $199 991 se c
12.1 38R apt, ovul731-584-4926
PRE-OWNED mobtis ate Please _753-8221
homes Excellent condition 16 and newer
IRA •PIIMmen1 $1116
month plus deposit
modals We deliver and
753-2934
fast up 270-499-2525

M
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Twu Bedroom Apartment!,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

•18/4 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
.2E1R, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $425.
•1BR, 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118

WALK
TO
MSU
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area
$275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

For Rot
1BR, use of common
Utilities furareas
nished Near MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
[
111,ousee For Rsre
759-4118
208 N. 13th St. Behind
KFC. 2BR 1 bath, wid,
all appliances, new carpet/vinyl Carport Very
nice_ 759-9505,
293-0045
2BR 2 bath duplex
Garage, C/H/A, large
rooms. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118
3BR house - 1112 Elm
St C/H/A $600
753-3415

3BR 2 bath. Nice, close
to town, garage, appliances,
C/14/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR. 1BA. $495 per
month plus deposit
978-0742
COUNTRY lot 3 miles
north of Murray 2 bedrooms, carport, central
gas heat air Call after
7PM 759-1204
Storage Rentals

FEATURES:
• Located in city limits
• 4 bedrooms, 3 full baths
• Office • Formal Dining Room
• 2 Living Rooms • Plus Extra Lot
• 3,800 sq. ft. under roof
• 3,200 sq. ft. living area
• House Completely Remodeled

Call 753-1624 after 5:00 p.m.
Used Cirs
BIRDS
for
sale
Parakeets,
Green
Cheek
Conures,
Conures (normal and
mutation colors). Sun
Conures, Parrotletts,
Amazon Parrot
731-642-6913,
731-707-1584
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
LAB/HUSKY mix 1
year old male neutered
dog with shots current
and doghouse Call
759-9451
PIT Bull pups. $100
with papers. Shots &
wormed, Female and
males available. Call
767-0770. All colors
Short and stocky
390
Livestock & Supplies
PRIZED 4 year old
Belted Galloway (oreo)
cow, heavy with calf
753-8848

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

3BR, 2 Bath Duplex
$700 month Call
227-0375

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

CLEAN 1BR
1BA
w&d
stove, fridge
dishwasher, $335
227-2397, 435-4344
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St , now accepting
applications for lbr
apt, basic rent $345?
month.
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$375.00. Call
753-1970.
Leave Message_
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Dnve
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 depoS4pgc"e1
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fr;
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR University
2 rooms, furnished,
efficiency, fridge,
range. tub and shower.
etc
$150.00 Mo. $200.00
deposit.
753-4560 9am. to
5pm.
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR..C/H/A,
low utilities, quiet What
you've been looking
for $420. deposit.

-

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD lt1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR. no pets.
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2br.
2 bath, garage, Ciii/A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

Edda
1-285 acres. Owne
inancing
available
270)489-2116 leave
message.
Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what ifs worth"
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000.
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545
[
1115klake Property

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

PARIS, TN. Best loca
hon. court square. wes
side. 2 story. 2,500
per
floor.
sq.fl.
(270)489-2116 leave.
message

1,700+ sq. ft business
space for lease. High
traffic location just
north of WalMart on
Hwy 641. New center.
now.
Available
Reasonable
rates.
Contact Jeff Sparks at
753-8887.
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq ft 710 sq.ft.
753-1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty
of
parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex.
759-3772
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-859$

NEON
MINI-STORAG
•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

733-3853
...Ai

at.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
2011 Brookhaven Dr. • Murray

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

Office Hours 8 am. — 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

Murray Ledger 6. limes

KY-LAKE
Barkley
dockable waterfront,
2.7 acres, $79,900.
Call owner
270-924-4328
KY-WATERFRONT
acreage! Ultimate privacy Own 70 acres,
only
$4,000/ac.
Surveyed with county
road and utilities. Call
owner 270-924-4328

FOR Sale 1993
Cadillac Deville, like
new 72,000 miles,
garage kept, 767-9943
2001 Chevy Cavalier.
84,000 miles, silver,
AC, power steering,
ABS, cruise, CD, nice
audio system, radar
detector, great first or
commuter car, $5,700
OBO 251-6156 (day),
753-7624 (night)
1998 Dodge Intrepid
ES
Fully
loaded,
178,000 miles, $3,500
489-2979, leave message.

I I

h,

,ti

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Muiray Ledger S Tune,
270-753-1916

2,660 sq. ft. 3611, living
room, dining room, den
with built in bookcases,
2BA, sunroom, 2 firebasement.
places,
game room, large
wood fenced yard with
deck and brick patio
Downtown
location.
Close to hospital, fitness center. schools.
Asking $122.500.
753-8736 or 293-4808
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray. Former
Pets, Pals. and
Pumpkins location.
753-9075,
227-2193
2BR on 4.5 acres in
Lynn Grove Carport,
detached workshop
$79,900
270-753-4109
Motorcycles& APPs
2003 YZF 450 Good
shape. runs great.
$2,200 (303)888-8709
2000 Kawasaki 300.
2wd, great condition,
many
new
parts.
$1,800
Washer &
dryer. $50 pair.
293-4512
[
Ili
i
pcd

Wricise

1992 S-10 Blazer,
2WD, A/C, power windows, CD player. 4.3
V6 engine. Days call
753-1055. After 5PM
can 767-9082

411246118 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A Affordable
Handyman
Home repair
All carpentry
New, remodel,
Porches, decks,
ceramic & floor tile
Free
estimates.
Prompt, dependable
35 years expenence
759-2048 anytime

2001 Chevy Silvered°
ext. cab. All power
Equippco bed liner,
lighted running boards
and trailer hitch. 58,xxx
miles. Like new condition. 270-759-1407

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves, Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Gutter cleaning,
hauling, junk clean up
cleantng out sheds etc
436-2867

'92 Yukon 2 door, red
red interior, $6,000
(303)888-8709
1989 Nissan 4 wheel
drive truck Good condition with matching
topper. $1,500
(270)252-0660,
(270)293-7491

A-1 Lamb's Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming, etc
Also Tractor
work/ Landscaping
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

11111
Compsrs
'04 Coachman, 33' tow
behind electric slideobt/lift.
Aluminum
frame/fiberglass. Never
used. $24,750 OBO.
753-0033
1994 Coachman 22 ft.
fifth wheel camper,
electric
slide-out,
queen bed, ready to
camp $6,500.
489-2303 after 5:00
p.m.

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair.
sagging floors. termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

David's Cleaning
Services

ANDRUS Excavating
•Cietiffed septic
installation
-Custom dozer
backhoe service
Ponds
*Driveways
-insured
753-9503, 978-0343

We

Siding & Fencing •MoNle Homes
-Brick 'All External ('leaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
"We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveway%
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or(270)293-0939

BACKHDE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Services 011erid

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering,
landscaping, siding.
FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk. net

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
"No job too small
-Free estimates
753-8858
L. I

DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us about our win
ter specials for sidin
293-5438

l\''ktk \
sl \ It I

rrielcher
slireh

ELECTRICIAN
New ConstiRemoded
or trouble Lic, and ins.
W/ 30 yrs. exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
I-la mi11 in
Granite IX Tile
•kit, hen countertop%
ialtrk
•Spla‘tles
DiNpla% mom
from
111% at
fairground.
733-8087

Specialize in Cleaning"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Tuesday, Jan. 31, 2006:

hieiATOF MuRRA
6" Continuous

Gutter, Flashing
& Metal Roofing
Owner:
Gres Alooslield

WO)
Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up
26 years experience
References. It interested. please call
767-9428

11 Thu 2.0.71,..
I 1 ,4111.-. 270t 759-').F.

.1,tk ii
\

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
'Carpets -Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
*Got Dirt'?'
753-5827

‘t
Parkvr

iiru

.u....row

Are,

Irarkhair • Irtickiste

Calloway
Trash Service

•LOWEST PRICE
Drywall •RELIABLE
PERKINS
Finishing
Jerry •RATES AS LOW AS
$1SMO
Perkins
761-3740 293-4045
270-705-8557,
270-705-8553

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

You might be making a big difference in your life as well as
others'. The unexpected plays a
role in your finances and how
you feel about your possessions.
You could toss away your material shackles out of the blue.
Many Water Bearers will tend to
keep their feelings tightly
wrapped. You will gain professionally, because of your hard
work. Some might get community acknowledgment or a promotion. If you are single, you
will meet people easily, but you
do need to check out a potential
suitor carefully. You could get
hooked up with someone who is
unavailable. If you are attached,
your relationship would benefit
from plenty of downtime together. PISCES helps you spend
your money, not save it. Oh,
dear!

Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
The

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
Fl
H Style House &
10.5 acres. 1 t nile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work

1990 Ford Econoline
350 with Ctiampion
minibus
conversion
body. 8 or 10 passengers wi Braun wheelchair lift Have room tot
3 wheelchairs. Only
70,386 miles. Diesel
engine. Great tor group
bus or easily convened
to an RV. $4.200 firm.
Call after 6PM
753-8854

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Mumble to yourself
rather than share. Do independent research. You could get a
surprising revelation. Intuitively,
you know what works and what
you need to do. Trust an associate who has a dynamic suggestion. Tonight: Get some extra
sleep.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be surprised
by a meeting or a friend. You certainly have more to think about
than you initially considered.
Pick up the phone. Plans made
for a mini-trip or get-together
need attention. Tonight: Whoop it
up with your friends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Listen to someone who
is in charge, or who thinks he is.
You could be taken aback by this
person once more. You might
want to think about a partner or
associate who always gives yoli
good advice. Tonight: Out late
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Don't be too frightened
to take a risk if a partner agrees
and backs you up. You might
want to think differently, no
longer locking yourself into conventional thinking. Sign up for a
workshop or a seminar. Tonight:
Rent a movie.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Work with a partner. even
though you could be jolted by his
or her attitude or ideas. By now,
you should be used to his or her
behavior. Be more nurturing with
this person, especially if you
would like to improve the quality
of your home life. Tonight! Relax
at your pad.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
****" Others play a stronger
role than usual in determining
your plans. You might be
stunned by the direction your
day takes. Keep the lines of
communication open, especially
with a child or loved one. Caring
flows. Tonight: Work with others'
plans.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Adjust to new technology
that makes your life easier.
Extremes mark decisions and

events. You are coming from a
good spot. Check out a property
investment carefully. You might
want to spend more than you'd
planned. Tonight: Choose a
stress-buster.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity peaks
because of a dream or an incident in the morning. You speak
in a way that makes others want
to be close to you. Your magnetism could overwhelm quite a few
people. Share some of your
wilder ideas. Tonight: Kick up
your heels.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Stay calm, or at least act
calm. You might feel as if you are
sitting on top of Mount Vesuvfus.

Your efforts toward family or a
property matter will pay off. Just
stay cool. Your instincts will
guide you even if your mind
doesn't! Tonight Relax with a
pal.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your smile saves the
day for many. Work with, rather
than challenge, inconsistency. If
you want to try something totally
different, do so, but also know
that you could shake up a person or two. Tonight: Have dinner
with a friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might very well
cause a problem for yourself.
Learn to let others know how you
feel in a less expensive manner.
Meet demands. You could be on

the verge of a promotion or community
acknowledgment.
Tonight! Fun doesn't have to
cost.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could stun others
once more, as you do a reversal.
Realize that others' reactions are
normal: your behavior might be
slightly different from the norm!
News opens doors. Sign up for a
workshop or class. Tonight: Be
spontaneous.
BORN TODAY
Pitcher Nolan Ryan 119471

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.
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